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HIGH ACHIEVERS ASSESSMENT EDITION

High Achievers Assessment edition is a 
multi-level course aimed at ambitious teachers 
who want their teenage students to achieve 
their very best in English. High Achievers 
Assessment edition aims to motivate and 
challenge students at every step of the learning 
process. 

High Achievers Assessment edition has an 
ambitious vocabulary and grammar syllabus 
and contains thorough and regular practice of all 
the key skills – Reading, Listening, Speaking and 
Writing. 

High Achievers Assessment edition has a full 
component package including:

● Student’s Book 

● Workbook  

● Teacher’s Book  

 containing complete teaching notes  
and reference material

● Teacher’s i-book  

 for interactive whiteboards

● Teacher’s Resource Book 

 containing a complete pack of photocopiable 
tests and activities as well as further 
supplementary worksheets

● Teacher’s Audio Material  

 all the audio for the course  

LARGE VOCABULARY SETS

5VOCABULARY        Health

FAST FINISHERS Write a description of the sport and exercise you do in a typical week.

3  Read the Study Skill. Then read the webpage and 
decide where to put the missing sentences. 

Adding sentences to a textSometimes you are asked to add sentences to a text. Find the gaps in the text, and read what comes before and after each. Then add the sentence that makes sense in the gap. 

STUDY
SKILL

A  A teenager has to get nine hours’ sleep a night – more 
than an adult. B  It’s great exercise, and you can listen to your favourite 

music at the same time! C  Enjoy the views from the top!D  If you hurt yourself, a bag of frozen peas reduces swelling!
4 Read the webpage again and answer the questions.1  What equipment do you need for tree climbing?

2  How can you avoid sports injuries?3  Why is it important to do exercise?4  Why is it not OK to just do lots of sport and nothing else?
5 Read Word Zone and complete the compound nouns 

from the website.

Two-word compound nounsCompound nouns are made of two nouns put together. They usually have  a stronger stress on the first word.1 tree climbing  2 ... harness  3 ... temperature    
4 ... boarding  5 ... goal  6 ... check 

WORD
ZONE

6  Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions. 

I usually do exercise three times a week.  I play handball on Monday, I go to salsa class on Wednesday and I go running  at the weekend. What about you?

How often do you do exercise?

● How often do you do exercise? ● How long do you sleep on average?● How often do you hang out with your friends?
●  How many hours a day do you spend in front of the 

computer?
● How much TV do you watch? ● Do you think you have a healthy lifestyle?

● What could you do to live more healthily?

7  Work in pairs. Look at the words and expressions 
and use them to describe the pictures.

Symptoms and illnesseshave a pain in your arm / leg     a sore throat     
a stomach ache     a headache     an earache   toothache      
a cough     a temperature   asthma     hay fever     an allergy     
a cold     flu        be allergic to cats / seafood        feel sickInjuries
break your leg / arm     bruise your arm      burn yourself / your hand     cut yourself / your finger     
graze your knee     hurt yourself / your leg      
pull a muscle      sprain your ankle /wrist

8 Give these people advice on how to treat their health 
problems.

Noel should take an aspirin, and he should lie down in a quiet room.
● Noel has a bad headache. ● David has a terrible stomach ache.● Emily has cut her finger. ● Saul has a bad cold.● Carolina has a temperature. 9  In pairs, imagine you have one of the symptoms, 

illnesses or injuries in exercise 7. Give each other advice. 

You should put ice on it and try not to move it.

I think I’ve sprained my wrist.
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The Vocabulary lessons contain large numbers of items, both 
revised and new, higher level items, which consolidate and 
extend students’ personal vocabulary. 

EXAM PREPARATION
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

WRITING 

Writing a story from a title

ABOUT THE EXAM

In this part of the test, you can choose whether to write a 

letter or a story. You need to write about 100 words. For the 

story question you may get a title (e.g. The Secret Island) or 

the first sentence (e.g. Sandy read the letter and smiled.)

1 Read About the exam, and the Task. Think of some ideas 

for the story. Use the questions below to help you think 

of ideas. Make notes. 

TASK

● Your English teacher has asked you to write a story. 

● Your story must have the following title: 

An embarrassing mistake

● Write your story in about 100 words. 

Where does the story take place?

Who are the people in the story?

What is the mistake?

Why is it embarrassing?

2 Read the Tip. 

It’s very important that your story has a clear 

beginning, middle and end, and that it fits the title 

well. Plan carefully by asking yourself questions 

before you begin. You only have 100 words, so keep 

the story clear and simple.
TIP

3 Read this story. Put the paragraphs in order. 

…… Beginning

…… Middle

…… End 

4 Read the story again and answer the questions in 

exercise 1 about it.

5 You are going to do the Task in exercise 1. First, look at 

your notes from exercise 1. Write a plan for your story. 

Beginning 

Middle 

End 

NOW YOUR TURN

6 Write your story.

7 Read five other students’ stories. Which ones have a 

clear beginning, middle and end? 

A Suddenly I saw a lady wearing a red coat 

just like my mother’s. I threw myself into 

her arms, shouting ‘Mummy! Mummy!’ 

Then I heard a voice say, ‘Er James, I’m 

over here.’  I realized the woman I was 

hugging was a complete stranger.

B This happened to me when I was about 

nine years old. I was out shopping with 

my mother at our local supermarket. It 

was really busy that day and my mother 

was in a hurry.

C I’m not sure how it happened, but 

somehow I got separated from her. I ran 

up and down the shop looking for her, 

but I couldn’t see her anywhere.

123123

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1READING COMPREHENSION
Academic text
1 Read the Tip.  Then look at the first paragraph of the 

story and answer the question. Find the three answer 
choices that are true in the text and underline them. 

 At the beginning of the story, the following facts are 
true EXCEPT:

A The trip started towards the end of the month.
B He had taken the trip on his own before.
C He was planning to go across a large ocean.
D He wasn’t traveling with anyone else.

One of the questions may be a “Negative fact” 
question, which asks you to find information that 
is not mentioned or is untrue. In these questions, 
you will see the words NOT or EXCEPT written in 
capital letters. Check each answer choice carefully. 
Three of them will be correct or true. The correct 
answer is the fourth one. This answer choice is 
untrue or incorrect.

TIP

TASK

On January 29, 1982, Steven Callahan left the Canary Islands on board the Napoleon Solo. He was heading alone across the Atlantic to the Caribbean for the first time.
The trip began well, but on the sixth night, Steven was sleeping when he heard a huge crash, and tons of water entered the cabin. He managed to inflate his life raft and escape with his sleeping bag, some food and water, and an emergency kit. Luckily, he also had a spear gun for survival, which he had just bought in the Canary Islands.

For the next 76 days, Steven drifted in his raft. He was able to drink enough water to stay alive, but he still felt thirsty all the time. 

Unfortunately, his food supplies quickly ran out, but fish were attracted to his raft, and Steven was able to kill them with his spear gun. One of the worst moments was when he made a hole in his raft while he was catching a fish. It took him a week to find a way to repair the damage.
Finally, on April 20, he saw lights on the horizon and realized he was near an island. However, the waves were high, and Steven began to worry that this part of the trip could be the most dangerous of all. Luckily, a fisherman picked him up and brought him to safety. He later wrote a book about his adventure, called Adrift: 76 days Lost at Sea, which was an international best seller.

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Reading Comprehension section, you will read 
various academic and non-academic texts and answer 
questions about them. The academic texts may include 
a narrative (story), an opinion essay, or a text about an 
academic subject. For each question, choose the best 
answer A, B, C, or D.

NOW YOUR TURN

2 Do the Task. Read the story and answer the 
questions.  

3  In pairs, compare your answers. Together, explain 
why the other choices are wrong. In question 3, show 
where the three true answers appear in the text.
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1 What would be the best title for the story?
A Lost at sea for 76 daysB The Caribbean is a dangerous placeC The worst fisherman in the worldD Fish for tea2 Why does the author think Steve was lucky to 

have the spear gun?A Spear guns are hard to find.B He used it to catch fish, which helped keep him alive. 
C People aren’t usually allowed to have spear guns. 
D  He used it to protect himself when he was out at sea.

3 Which of these things did NOT happen while he 
was at sea?
A He damaged and then repaired his own raft.
B He had water to drink.C He caught and ate fish.D He wrote a book about his trip. 4 In line 30, the word them refers to  _____ .

A the raft C the fishB his food D the supplies

Standard 
Comprehensive

Every unit has Cambridge and TOEFL® exam preparation 
lessons based on the language learnt in the unit.

FAST FINISHERS

LISTENING              Identify information about a sport on a radio programme

GRAMMAR              Present continuous
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Grammar reference page 115

We use the present continuous to talk about 
activities in progress at the time of speaking 
and temporary situations.I’m hiking in the mountains. It’s raining!He’s doing gymnastics this morning.We aren’t playing rugby.Are you listening to the radio? Yes, I am.

1  Listen and match the people with the activities.Granddad     Harry     Lexi     Mia     Owen     Zara and Kate
A

D

C

F

B

E

2 Read the Study Skill. Then write sentences about the 
people in exercise 1.

Granddad is watching his favourite programme on TV.
Improving accuracy
Make sure you use the correct form of all parts of a tense. For example, the present continuous includes the verb be as well as 

an -ing form.
We’re doing judo. NOT We doing judo.

STUDY 
SKILL

3 What do you think people are doing in these cities 
around the world? Write sentences.In Bogotá, people are getting up and making coffee.Bogotá  Paris  Moscow Beijing  Sydney  Los Angeles  

4 Complete the conversation with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets. 

Karl: Hi, Jake. 1 Are you watching (watch) the match?
Jake: No, I 2 … (not watch) the match.Karl: What 3 … (you / do)?Jake: I 4 … (camp).Karl: Cool! 5 … (you / have) a good time?Jake: No, I’m not. It 6 … (rain). My friends 7 … (try) to make  

 a fire, but it 8 … (not work). Where are you?
Karl: I’m at Eric’s house.Jake: I can’t hear you clearly. 9 … (eat)?Karl: Er... yes, I am. We 10 … (eat) pizza.Jake: That is so unfair! 

More practice? page 127

More
practice

PRONUNCIATION  -ing5  Listen and repeat the words.playing swimming reading dancing hiking  
running singing chatting climbing listening

6  Work in groups. Choose an activity and a location. 
Then mime it. You can only ask yes / no questions. swim   eat spaghetti   climb   ride a horse   read   play golf   write a text message   surf play tennis   watch a film   ride a bike   drive a car    drink hot chocolate   hike   play chess   do athletics  

a jungle   the sea    an expensive restaurant    a plane   a swimming pool    a school   a park   a mountain a supermarket   the beach    a doctor’s waiting room    a living room   a raft   a bath   Are you swimming in the sea?

Are you playing golf in a jungle?
No, I’m not.

Yes, I am!

FAST FINISHERS What do you think your friends and family are doing right now? Write sentences.

1  Look at the photos and discuss the questions.● What do you need to play Hardcourt Bike Polo? Find the 
following in the photos: a mallet, a helmet, a goal, a court

● How do you think you play the game?2  Listen and check your answers to exercise 1.3  Listen again and complete the Factfile.4  Listen to the commentary and order the pictures.A
B

C
D

More
practice

Grammar 
presentation
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Every High Achievers Assessment edition unit contains four 
varied Fast Finishers to keep stronger students busy. 

WORD ZONE

1VOCABULARY         The senses

FAST FINISHERS Write Saroo’s diary for the day he met his real mother.  

2  Read the first two paragraphs about Saroo, and 
answer the questions about his early life. 1 Where did he live? He lived in India.2 Did he go to school? 3 What job did he do? 4 Could he read and write? 

3 Read the whole article and complete this summary of 
the story.

Saroo was a poor 1 ...-year-old boy. He was from central 
2 ... . He worked as a cleaner on 3 ... . One day he fell 4 ... on a 
train. It took him to 5 ... – a city about 6 ... km away. A couple 
adopted him and took him to live in 7 ... . He got a 8 ... degree 
and worked in an 9 ... company, but he wanted to find his 
real 10 ... . He used 11 ... to look at maps, saw a photo of a 12 ... and 
recognized it. It was near a town called 13 ... . He went to India 
and found his mother after 14 ... years.

4 Read Word Zone and find four more adverbs in the article.
Attitude adverbs
Use attitude adverbs such as unfortunately to communicate attitudes or feelings or to introduce new ideas. Remember, adverbs usually end in -ly.

WORD
ZONE

5 Complete the sentences with an appropriate adverb 
below. Sometimes more than one adverb is possible.amazingly     luckily     sadly     suddenly     unfortunately

1 ... , Saroo’s family were very poor, so he had to work. 
2 ... , he still had strong images of his childhood in his mind.
3 ... , he remembered the route from the train station to  

his home.
4 ... , when Saroo found his home, it was empty. 
5 ... , he woke up and heard the noise of a big city.6 In pairs, write four more questions to ask Saroo about 

what happened.
What’s the first thing you said to your mother?7  Work in groups. Take it in turns to be Saroo. Ask 

your questions. Be inventive with your answers. 

8 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs.feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     sound     taste     touch     watch
1 This drink tastes delicious. Try some.2 ... to the rain on the windows. It’s so loud. 

3 We all sat down together and ... a DVD last night. 
4 The music you’re playing ... beautiful.5 Don’t  ... anything in my room while I am out!

6 Your perfume ... nice.7 Excuse me, I can’t ... the whiteboard.8 ... at that aeroplane. It’s flying very low.9 Shhh. Did you ... a noise?10 He opened the door and ... a cold wind on his face. 9 Read this article and do the task. 

Perhaps you learn best by looking at things. Or do you need 
to listen? Or maybe physically moving and using your hands is 
most important to you. There is no right or wrong way to learn 
because we are all different.

TASK  Think of these things, one at a time:rain  |  silk  |  lemon  |  a car  |  a bird      a mobile phone  |  the moon  |  a baby  |  the sea     
grass  |  a bus  |  a rose  |  coffee  |  a cat  |  the road      
a tree  |  a fish  |  your best friend  |  your jacketEach time, write the word under the sense you 

used first. For example for rain, did you hear it? 
Or did you feel it? Or maybe you saw it? 

SIGHT HEARING TOUCH SMELL TASTE

Which is your strongest sense?

Which is your strongest sense?

10 Compare your answers in groups. Are your learning 
styles similar or different?

11  Ask and answer the questions with your partner.
What’s your favourite...?●  smell     ●  sound     ●  view     ●  taste     ●  thing to touch

I think it’s new books. They smell so fresh.

What’s your favourite smell?

More
practice 9

Each Reading text features Word Zone, which focuses on a 
useful vocabulary building area seen in a natural context.

STUDY SKILLS

LISTENING              Understand people talking about memories

11

1

1  Some people are going to talk about their earliest 
memories. Look at the photos. What do you think 
happened?

2 Read the Study Skill and do the listening exercises.Reading instructions to listening exercises
When you listen to a text, read the instructions for the exercise carefully. If there is more than one exercise, focus on each one in order.

STUDY 
SKILL

3  Listen and match the stories to the photos. There 
is one photo you don’t need. Did you guess what 
happened?

4  Listen again and answer the questions. Sometimes 
more than one name is possible.

Lily David Isabella

Fred

1 Who felt happy?2 Who heard a noise?3 Who was with a parent?4 Who got hurt?
5 Who laughed a lot?6 Who started crying?

5  Listen again and answer these questions. 1 Why did Fred get stung by the bee?2 What did Lily see?3 What is David’s strongest memory of the day?
4 Why does Isabella think it was a cold day?6  Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Go to page 146 

and put them into the dialogues. Listen and check.

● the funniest thing ever ● kind of ● mad about

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1467 Think about an early memory and make notes of your 
answers to the questions below. ● How old were you?● Who were you with? ● What did you see and hear? 

● Where were you? ● What happened? ● How did you feel?8  Talk about your memories in small groups. Ask 
questions to get more information.

Did you feel scared? 

What was it?
I was walking home when I heard a terrible noise.

A

E

D

B

C

First memories
First memories

Each unit contains a fully integrated Study Skill which helps 
students develop good habits in language learning.

LISTENING

LISTENING              Understand people talking about memories

11

1

1  Some people are going to talk about their earliest 
memories. Look at the photos. What do you think 
happened?

2 Read the Study Skill and do the listening exercises.Reading instructions to listening exercises
When you listen to a text, read the instructions for the exercise carefully. If there is more than one exercise, focus on each one in order.

STUDY 
SKILL

3  Listen and match the stories to the photos. There 
is one photo you don’t need. Did you guess what 
happened?

4  Listen again and answer the questions. Sometimes 
more than one name is possible.

Lily David Isabella

Fred

1 Who felt happy?2 Who heard a noise?3 Who was with a parent?4 Who got hurt?
5 Who laughed a lot?6 Who started crying?

5  Listen again and answer these questions. 1 Why did Fred get stung by the bee?2 What did Lily see?3 What is David’s strongest memory of the day?
4 Why does Isabella think it was a cold day?6  Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Go to page 146 

and put them into the dialogues. Listen and check.

● the funniest thing ever ● kind of ● mad about

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1467 Think about an early memory and make notes of your 
answers to the questions below. ● How old were you?● Who were you with? ● What did you see and hear? 

● Where were you? ● What happened? ● How did you feel?8  Talk about your memories in small groups. Ask 
questions to get more information.

Did you feel scared? 

What was it?
I was walking home when I heard a terrible noise.

A

E

D

B

C

First memories
First memories

A whole page of Listening helps develop this crucial skill, with 
challenging, substantial listening situations. 

Each High Achievers Assessment edition unit has a 
number of key features which make the course unique:

214670 _ 0002-0015.indd   2 28/10/21   15:13
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5VOCABULARY        Health

FAST FINISHERS Write a description of the sport and exercise you do in a typical week.

3  Read the Study Skill. Then read the webpage and 
decide where to put the missing sentences. 

Adding sentences to a textSometimes you are asked to add sentences to a text. Find the gaps in the text, and read what comes before and after each. Then add the sentence that makes sense in the gap. 

STUDY
SKILL

A  A teenager has to get nine hours’ sleep a night – more 
than an adult. B  It’s great exercise, and you can listen to your favourite 

music at the same time! C  Enjoy the views from the top!D  If you hurt yourself, a bag of frozen peas reduces swelling!
4 Read the webpage again and answer the questions.1  What equipment do you need for tree climbing?

2  How can you avoid sports injuries?3  Why is it important to do exercise?4  Why is it not OK to just do lots of sport and nothing else?
5 Read Word Zone and complete the compound nouns 

from the website.

Two-word compound nounsCompound nouns are made of two nouns put together. They usually have  a stronger stress on the first word.1 tree climbing  2 ... harness  3 ... temperature    
4 ... boarding  5 ... goal  6 ... check 

WORD
ZONE

6  Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions. 

I usually do exercise three times a week.  I play handball on Monday, I go to salsa class on Wednesday and I go running  at the weekend. What about you?

How often do you do exercise?

● How often do you do exercise? ● How long do you sleep on average?● How often do you hang out with your friends?
●  How many hours a day do you spend in front of the 

computer?
● How much TV do you watch? ● Do you think you have a healthy lifestyle?

● What could you do to live more healthily?

7  Work in pairs. Look at the words and expressions 
and use them to describe the pictures.

Symptoms and illnesseshave a pain in your arm / leg     a sore throat     
a stomach ache     a headache     an earache   toothache      
a cough     a temperature   asthma     hay fever     an allergy     
a cold     flu        be allergic to cats / seafood        feel sickInjuries
break your leg / arm     bruise your arm      burn yourself / your hand     cut yourself / your finger     
graze your knee     hurt yourself / your leg      
pull a muscle      sprain your ankle /wrist

8 Give these people advice on how to treat their health 
problems.

Noel should take an aspirin, and he should lie down in a quiet room.
● Noel has a bad headache. ● David has a terrible stomach ache.● Emily has cut her finger. ● Saul has a bad cold.● Carolina has a temperature. 9  In pairs, imagine you have one of the symptoms, 

illnesses or injuries in exercise 7. Give each other advice. 

You should put ice on it and try not to move it.

I think I’ve sprained my wrist.

More
practice
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The Vocabulary lessons contain large numbers of items, both 
revised and new, higher level items, which consolidate and 
extend students’ personal vocabulary. 

EXAM PREPARATION
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

WRITING 

Writing a story from a title

ABOUT THE EXAM

In this part of the test, you can choose whether to write a 

letter or a story. You need to write about 100 words. For the 

story question you may get a title (e.g. The Secret Island) or 

the first sentence (e.g. Sandy read the letter and smiled.)

1 Read About the exam, and the Task. Think of some ideas 

for the story. Use the questions below to help you think 

of ideas. Make notes. 

TASK

● Your English teacher has asked you to write a story. 

● Your story must have the following title: 

An embarrassing mistake

● Write your story in about 100 words. 

Where does the story take place?

Who are the people in the story?

What is the mistake?

Why is it embarrassing?

2 Read the Tip. 

It’s very important that your story has a clear 

beginning, middle and end, and that it fits the title 

well. Plan carefully by asking yourself questions 

before you begin. You only have 100 words, so keep 

the story clear and simple.
TIP

3 Read this story. Put the paragraphs in order. 

…… Beginning

…… Middle

…… End 

4 Read the story again and answer the questions in 

exercise 1 about it.

5 You are going to do the Task in exercise 1. First, look at 

your notes from exercise 1. Write a plan for your story. 

Beginning 

Middle 

End 

NOW YOUR TURN

6 Write your story.

7 Read five other students’ stories. Which ones have a 

clear beginning, middle and end? 

A Suddenly I saw a lady wearing a red coat 

just like my mother’s. I threw myself into 

her arms, shouting ‘Mummy! Mummy!’ 

Then I heard a voice say, ‘Er James, I’m 

over here.’  I realized the woman I was 

hugging was a complete stranger.

B This happened to me when I was about 

nine years old. I was out shopping with 

my mother at our local supermarket. It 

was really busy that day and my mother 

was in a hurry.

C I’m not sure how it happened, but 

somehow I got separated from her. I ran 

up and down the shop looking for her, 

but I couldn’t see her anywhere.

123123

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1READING COMPREHENSION
Academic text
1 Read the Tip.  Then look at the first paragraph of the 

story and answer the question. Find the three answer 
choices that are true in the text and underline them. 

 At the beginning of the story, the following facts are 
true EXCEPT:

A The trip started towards the end of the month.
B He had taken the trip on his own before.
C He was planning to go across a large ocean.
D He wasn’t traveling with anyone else.

One of the questions may be a “Negative fact” 
question, which asks you to find information that 
is not mentioned or is untrue. In these questions, 
you will see the words NOT or EXCEPT written in 
capital letters. Check each answer choice carefully. 
Three of them will be correct or true. The correct 
answer is the fourth one. This answer choice is 
untrue or incorrect.

TIP

TASK

On January 29, 1982, Steven Callahan left the Canary Islands on board the Napoleon Solo. He was heading alone across the Atlantic to the Caribbean for the first time.
The trip began well, but on the sixth night, Steven was sleeping when he heard a huge crash, and tons of water entered the cabin. He managed to inflate his life raft and escape with his sleeping bag, some food and water, and an emergency kit. Luckily, he also had a spear gun for survival, which he had just bought in the Canary Islands.

For the next 76 days, Steven drifted in his raft. He was able to drink enough water to stay alive, but he still felt thirsty all the time. 

Unfortunately, his food supplies quickly ran out, but fish were attracted to his raft, and Steven was able to kill them with his spear gun. One of the worst moments was when he made a hole in his raft while he was catching a fish. It took him a week to find a way to repair the damage.
Finally, on April 20, he saw lights on the horizon and realized he was near an island. However, the waves were high, and Steven began to worry that this part of the trip could be the most dangerous of all. Luckily, a fisherman picked him up and brought him to safety. He later wrote a book about his adventure, called Adrift: 76 days Lost at Sea, which was an international best seller.

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Reading Comprehension section, you will read 
various academic and non-academic texts and answer 
questions about them. The academic texts may include 
a narrative (story), an opinion essay, or a text about an 
academic subject. For each question, choose the best 
answer A, B, C, or D.

NOW YOUR TURN

2 Do the Task. Read the story and answer the 
questions.  

3  In pairs, compare your answers. Together, explain 
why the other choices are wrong. In question 3, show 
where the three true answers appear in the text.
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1 What would be the best title for the story?
A Lost at sea for 76 daysB The Caribbean is a dangerous placeC The worst fisherman in the worldD Fish for tea2 Why does the author think Steve was lucky to 

have the spear gun?A Spear guns are hard to find.B He used it to catch fish, which helped keep him alive. 
C People aren’t usually allowed to have spear guns. 
D  He used it to protect himself when he was out at sea.

3 Which of these things did NOT happen while he 
was at sea?
A He damaged and then repaired his own raft.
B He had water to drink.C He caught and ate fish.D He wrote a book about his trip. 4 In line 30, the word them refers to  _____ .

A the raft C the fishB his food D the supplies

Standard 
Comprehensive

Every unit has Cambridge and TOEFL® exam preparation 
lessons based on the language learnt in the unit.

FAST FINISHERS

LISTENING              Identify information about a sport on a radio programme

GRAMMAR              Present continuous
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Grammar reference page 115

We use the present continuous to talk about 
activities in progress at the time of speaking 
and temporary situations.I’m hiking in the mountains. It’s raining!He’s doing gymnastics this morning.We aren’t playing rugby.Are you listening to the radio? Yes, I am.

1  Listen and match the people with the activities.Granddad     Harry     Lexi     Mia     Owen     Zara and Kate
A

D

C

F

B

E

2 Read the Study Skill. Then write sentences about the 
people in exercise 1.

Granddad is watching his favourite programme on TV.
Improving accuracy
Make sure you use the correct form of all parts of a tense. For example, the present continuous includes the verb be as well as 

an -ing form.
We’re doing judo. NOT We doing judo.

STUDY 
SKILL

3 What do you think people are doing in these cities 
around the world? Write sentences.In Bogotá, people are getting up and making coffee.Bogotá  Paris  Moscow Beijing  Sydney  Los Angeles  

4 Complete the conversation with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets. 

Karl: Hi, Jake. 1 Are you watching (watch) the match?
Jake: No, I 2 … (not watch) the match.Karl: What 3 … (you / do)?Jake: I 4 … (camp).Karl: Cool! 5 … (you / have) a good time?Jake: No, I’m not. It 6 … (rain). My friends 7 … (try) to make  

 a fire, but it 8 … (not work). Where are you?
Karl: I’m at Eric’s house.Jake: I can’t hear you clearly. 9 … (eat)?Karl: Er... yes, I am. We 10 … (eat) pizza.Jake: That is so unfair! 

More practice? page 127

More
practice

PRONUNCIATION  -ing5  Listen and repeat the words.playing swimming reading dancing hiking  
running singing chatting climbing listening

6  Work in groups. Choose an activity and a location. 
Then mime it. You can only ask yes / no questions. swim   eat spaghetti   climb   ride a horse   read   play golf   write a text message   surf play tennis   watch a film   ride a bike   drive a car    drink hot chocolate   hike   play chess   do athletics  

a jungle   the sea    an expensive restaurant    a plane   a swimming pool    a school   a park   a mountain a supermarket   the beach    a doctor’s waiting room    a living room   a raft   a bath   Are you swimming in the sea?

Are you playing golf in a jungle?
No, I’m not.

Yes, I am!

FAST FINISHERS What do you think your friends and family are doing right now? Write sentences.

1  Look at the photos and discuss the questions.● What do you need to play Hardcourt Bike Polo? Find the 
following in the photos: a mallet, a helmet, a goal, a court

● How do you think you play the game?2  Listen and check your answers to exercise 1.3  Listen again and complete the Factfile.4  Listen to the commentary and order the pictures.A
B

C
D

More
practice

Grammar 
presentation
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Every High Achievers Assessment edition unit contains four 
varied Fast Finishers to keep stronger students busy. 

WORD ZONE

1VOCABULARY         The senses

FAST FINISHERS Write Saroo’s diary for the day he met his real mother.  

2  Read the first two paragraphs about Saroo, and 
answer the questions about his early life. 1 Where did he live? He lived in India.2 Did he go to school? 3 What job did he do? 4 Could he read and write? 

3 Read the whole article and complete this summary of 
the story.

Saroo was a poor 1 ...-year-old boy. He was from central 
2 ... . He worked as a cleaner on 3 ... . One day he fell 4 ... on a 
train. It took him to 5 ... – a city about 6 ... km away. A couple 
adopted him and took him to live in 7 ... . He got a 8 ... degree 
and worked in an 9 ... company, but he wanted to find his 
real 10 ... . He used 11 ... to look at maps, saw a photo of a 12 ... and 
recognized it. It was near a town called 13 ... . He went to India 
and found his mother after 14 ... years.

4 Read Word Zone and find four more adverbs in the article.
Attitude adverbs
Use attitude adverbs such as unfortunately to communicate attitudes or feelings or to introduce new ideas. Remember, adverbs usually end in -ly.

WORD
ZONE

5 Complete the sentences with an appropriate adverb 
below. Sometimes more than one adverb is possible.amazingly     luckily     sadly     suddenly     unfortunately

1 ... , Saroo’s family were very poor, so he had to work. 
2 ... , he still had strong images of his childhood in his mind.
3 ... , he remembered the route from the train station to  

his home.
4 ... , when Saroo found his home, it was empty. 
5 ... , he woke up and heard the noise of a big city.6 In pairs, write four more questions to ask Saroo about 

what happened.
What’s the first thing you said to your mother?7  Work in groups. Take it in turns to be Saroo. Ask 

your questions. Be inventive with your answers. 

8 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs.feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     sound     taste     touch     watch
1 This drink tastes delicious. Try some.2 ... to the rain on the windows. It’s so loud. 

3 We all sat down together and ... a DVD last night. 
4 The music you’re playing ... beautiful.5 Don’t  ... anything in my room while I am out!

6 Your perfume ... nice.7 Excuse me, I can’t ... the whiteboard.8 ... at that aeroplane. It’s flying very low.9 Shhh. Did you ... a noise?10 He opened the door and ... a cold wind on his face. 9 Read this article and do the task. 

Perhaps you learn best by looking at things. Or do you need 
to listen? Or maybe physically moving and using your hands is 
most important to you. There is no right or wrong way to learn 
because we are all different.

TASK  Think of these things, one at a time:rain  |  silk  |  lemon  |  a car  |  a bird      a mobile phone  |  the moon  |  a baby  |  the sea     
grass  |  a bus  |  a rose  |  coffee  |  a cat  |  the road      
a tree  |  a fish  |  your best friend  |  your jacketEach time, write the word under the sense you 

used first. For example for rain, did you hear it? 
Or did you feel it? Or maybe you saw it? 

SIGHT HEARING TOUCH SMELL TASTE

Which is your strongest sense?

Which is your strongest sense?

10 Compare your answers in groups. Are your learning 
styles similar or different?

11  Ask and answer the questions with your partner.
What’s your favourite...?●  smell     ●  sound     ●  view     ●  taste     ●  thing to touch

I think it’s new books. They smell so fresh.

What’s your favourite smell?

More
practice 9

Each Reading text features Word Zone, which focuses on a 
useful vocabulary building area seen in a natural context.

STUDY SKILLS

LISTENING              Understand people talking about memories

11

1

1  Some people are going to talk about their earliest 
memories. Look at the photos. What do you think 
happened?

2 Read the Study Skill and do the listening exercises.Reading instructions to listening exercises
When you listen to a text, read the instructions for the exercise carefully. If there is more than one exercise, focus on each one in order.

STUDY 
SKILL

3  Listen and match the stories to the photos. There 
is one photo you don’t need. Did you guess what 
happened?

4  Listen again and answer the questions. Sometimes 
more than one name is possible.

Lily David Isabella

Fred

1 Who felt happy?2 Who heard a noise?3 Who was with a parent?4 Who got hurt?
5 Who laughed a lot?6 Who started crying?

5  Listen again and answer these questions. 1 Why did Fred get stung by the bee?2 What did Lily see?3 What is David’s strongest memory of the day?
4 Why does Isabella think it was a cold day?6  Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Go to page 146 

and put them into the dialogues. Listen and check.

● the funniest thing ever ● kind of ● mad about

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1467 Think about an early memory and make notes of your 
answers to the questions below. ● How old were you?● Who were you with? ● What did you see and hear? 

● Where were you? ● What happened? ● How did you feel?8  Talk about your memories in small groups. Ask 
questions to get more information.

Did you feel scared? 

What was it?
I was walking home when I heard a terrible noise.

A

E

D

B

C

First memories
First memories

Each unit contains a fully integrated Study Skill which helps 
students develop good habits in language learning.

LISTENING

LISTENING              Understand people talking about memories

11

1

1  Some people are going to talk about their earliest 
memories. Look at the photos. What do you think 
happened?

2 Read the Study Skill and do the listening exercises.Reading instructions to listening exercises
When you listen to a text, read the instructions for the exercise carefully. If there is more than one exercise, focus on each one in order.

STUDY 
SKILL

3  Listen and match the stories to the photos. There 
is one photo you don’t need. Did you guess what 
happened?

4  Listen again and answer the questions. Sometimes 
more than one name is possible.

Lily David Isabella

Fred

1 Who felt happy?2 Who heard a noise?3 Who was with a parent?4 Who got hurt?
5 Who laughed a lot?6 Who started crying?

5  Listen again and answer these questions. 1 Why did Fred get stung by the bee?2 What did Lily see?3 What is David’s strongest memory of the day?
4 Why does Isabella think it was a cold day?6  Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Go to page 146 

and put them into the dialogues. Listen and check.

● the funniest thing ever ● kind of ● mad about

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1467 Think about an early memory and make notes of your 
answers to the questions below. ● How old were you?● Who were you with? ● What did you see and hear? 

● Where were you? ● What happened? ● How did you feel?8  Talk about your memories in small groups. Ask 
questions to get more information.

Did you feel scared? 

What was it?
I was walking home when I heard a terrible noise.

A

E

D

B

C

First memories
First memories

A whole page of Listening helps develop this crucial skill, with 
challenging, substantial listening situations. 

FACE 2 FACE

LISTENING              Understand people talking about memories

11

1

1  Some people are going to talk about their earliest 
memories. Look at the photos. What do you think 
happened?

2 Read the Study Skill and do the listening exercises.Reading instructions to listening exercises
When you listen to a text, read the instructions for the exercise carefully. If there is more than one exercise, focus on each one in order.

STUDY 
SKILL

3  Listen and match the stories to the photos. There 
is one photo you don’t need. Did you guess what 
happened?

4  Listen again and answer the questions. Sometimes 
more than one name is possible.

Lily David Isabella

Fred

1 Who felt happy?2 Who heard a noise?3 Who was with a parent?4 Who got hurt?
5 Who laughed a lot?6 Who started crying?

5  Listen again and answer these questions. 1 Why did Fred get stung by the bee?2 What did Lily see?3 What is David’s strongest memory of the day?
4 Why does Isabella think it was a cold day?6  Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Go to page 146 

and put them into the dialogues. Listen and check.

● the funniest thing ever ● kind of ● mad about

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1467 Think about an early memory and make notes of your 
answers to the questions below. ● How old were you?● Who were you with? ● What did you see and hear? 

● Where were you? ● What happened? ● How did you feel?8  Talk about your memories in small groups. Ask 
questions to get more information.

Did you feel scared? 

What was it?
I was walking home when I heard a terrible noise.

A

E

D

B

C

First memories
First memories

Face 2 Face pulls out common idiomatic spoken language 
featured in the Listening scripts.

REGULAR SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

1VOCABULARY         The senses

FAST FINISHERS Write Saroo’s diary for the day he met his real mother.  

2  Read the first two paragraphs about Saroo, and 
answer the questions about his early life. 1 Where did he live? He lived in India.2 Did he go to school? 3 What job did he do? 4 Could he read and write? 

3 Read the whole article and complete this summary of 
the story.

Saroo was a poor 1 ...-year-old boy. He was from central 
2 ... . He worked as a cleaner on 3 ... . One day he fell 4 ... on a 
train. It took him to 5 ... – a city about 6 ... km away. A couple 
adopted him and took him to live in 7 ... . He got a 8 ... degree 
and worked in an 9 ... company, but he wanted to find his 
real 10 ... . He used 11 ... to look at maps, saw a photo of a 12 ... and 
recognized it. It was near a town called 13 ... . He went to India 
and found his mother after 14 ... years.

4 Read Word Zone and find four more adverbs in the article.
Attitude adverbs
Use attitude adverbs such as unfortunately to communicate attitudes or feelings or to introduce new ideas. Remember, adverbs usually end in -ly.

WORD
ZONE

5 Complete the sentences with an appropriate adverb 
below. Sometimes more than one adverb is possible.amazingly     luckily     sadly     suddenly     unfortunately

1 ... , Saroo’s family were very poor, so he had to work. 
2 ... , he still had strong images of his childhood in his mind.
3 ... , he remembered the route from the train station to  

his home.
4 ... , when Saroo found his home, it was empty. 
5 ... , he woke up and heard the noise of a big city.6 In pairs, write four more questions to ask Saroo about 

what happened.
What’s the first thing you said to your mother?7  Work in groups. Take it in turns to be Saroo. Ask 

your questions. Be inventive with your answers. 

8 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs.feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     sound     taste     touch     watch
1 This drink tastes delicious. Try some.2 ... to the rain on the windows. It’s so loud. 

3 We all sat down together and ... a DVD last night. 
4 The music you’re playing ... beautiful.5 Don’t  ... anything in my room while I am out!

6 Your perfume ... nice.7 Excuse me, I can’t ... the whiteboard.8 ... at that aeroplane. It’s flying very low.9 Shhh. Did you ... a noise?10 He opened the door and ... a cold wind on his face. 9 Read this article and do the task. 

Perhaps you learn best by looking at things. Or do you need 
to listen? Or maybe physically moving and using your hands is 
most important to you. There is no right or wrong way to learn 
because we are all different.

TASK  Think of these things, one at a time:rain  |  silk  |  lemon  |  a car  |  a bird      a mobile phone  |  the moon  |  a baby  |  the sea     
grass  |  a bus  |  a rose  |  coffee  |  a cat  |  the road      
a tree  |  a fish  |  your best friend  |  your jacketEach time, write the word under the sense you 

used first. For example for rain, did you hear it? 
Or did you feel it? Or maybe you saw it? 

SIGHT HEARING TOUCH SMELL TASTE

Which is your strongest sense?

Which is your strongest sense?

10 Compare your answers in groups. Are your learning 
styles similar or different?

11  Ask and answer the questions with your partner.
What’s your favourite...?●  smell     ●  sound     ●  view     ●  taste     ●  thing to touch

I think it’s new books. They smell so fresh.

What’s your favourite smell?

More
practice 9

All lessons include speaking activities to allow students to share 
their prior knowledge of topics, to reflect on them afterwards, 
and to practise new language. 

CHALLENGE

Talk about changes         

15

1
3  You are going to work in pairs to role play an 

interview between an elderly person and a journalist 
for an article in Woodgreen’s local newspaper. Follow 
the instructions below. 

●  First work in small groups of elderly people and 
journalists. Read your role cards and prepare your 
questions and answers together.

JOURNALISTS
Use your answers in exercise 2 to help you with your ideas.

Plan your questions. Use the past simple and used to.
Don’t forget to ask simple personal information such as names, 

age, and number of children and grandchildren.

ROLE CARD

ELDERLY PEOPLE
Use your answers from exercise 2 to help you with your ideas.Plan how you are going to answer. Use the past simple and used to. 

Make sure you prepare some personal information, for example your name, age, number of children and grandchildren, etc.

ROLE CARD

● Now find a partner with a different role card from you 
and do your interviews.

A lot of people used to live in the country. We had 
small houses and we grew our own vegetables. 

Where did people use to live? 

How did people use to cook? 

We didn’t use to have microwaves.  We used to spend more time cooking. ● The journalist writes notes about the answers. 
● The elderly person can sometimes say ‘I don’t remember!’
● You can change partners after the first four or five 

questions. 

FOLLOW UP

4 Write about your interviews. Follow the instructions 
below. 

Journalists: Write a 100–150 word news report for Woodgreen 
News. Choose the information you think is most important. 
Make sure you give it a headline.Elderly people: Write a letter to Woodgreen News telling 

readers about how the village has changed.

PREPARATION
1 Look at the pictures of Woodgreen today and in 1950. 

How has it changed? Write as many sentences as  
you can.

There used to be fields and animals.There didn’t use to be lots of houses.There was a little stop but now...

DO THE CHALLENGE
2  Work in pairs. Think about these questions and 

complete the table.
● How was life different when your grandparents and 

great-grandparents were young?● What did people use to do?● What were their lives like? Think about:clothes     communication     education     entertainment     food     home     transport

In the 1960s NowEntertainment They used to listen to records or the radio.
We download music to listen to on our phones.

The unique Challenge lesson gives students the chance to 
prepare and carry out a variety of enjoyable and ambitious 
speaking tasks.

Each High Achievers Assessment edition unit has a 
number of key features which make the course unique:
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Student’s Book 

 Extra interactive 
practice

3

STARTER LESSONS

● There are four optional Starter lessons at the start of the 
Student’s Book – Starter A, B, C, D. They give an introduction to the 
methodology of the main units, and contain basic grammar and 
vocabulary that students at this level should be familiar with.

● Use as many or as few of the Starter lessons as you feel necessary 
for your students, depending on which language areas you wish to 
revise. The lessons are self-contained, and can be used in any order. 

 

Starter A

READING            

1  What do you usually do before and after school? 
Compare your answers with a partner.

2  Read the blog. How is Steffi’s day similar to yours?

My name’s Steffi. I’m 13 
years old and I’m from 
Germany. I live with my 
parents and my little 
brother near the centre of 
Berlin. I always get up at 6.30am during the week. I have a 
shower and have breakfast, and then I get ready for school. 
I go to the local secondary school and I leave the house at 
7.30am with my brother – we walk to school together. 
School starts at 8.15am and finishes at 3.15pm. I get home 
at about 4pm. I usually do my homework or I look after my 
little brother until my parents finish work. We all have dinner 
together at 7pm and then I sometimes watch TV for a bit. I 
often go online and chat to my friends after that. I always 
go to bed at 9.30pm during the week. 
At the weekends, I meet my friends and we sometimes 
go shopping or go to the cinema. My brother does a lot of 
sport and he plays football every Sunday morning. I don’t 
often watch him, but I know he’s very good.
What’s an average week like for you?
Post a comment now.

An average weekAn average week

3 Read the text again and answer the questions. 

1 Where does Steffi live?
2 What time does Steffi get up during the week?
3 What time does she get home?
4 What does she do after dinner?
5 What does Steffi do at the weekends?
6 What does Steffi’s brother do on Sunday mornings?

VOCABULARY           Everyday activities

4 Complete the table with the words below.

breakfast     dressed     your homework     the housework     
online     ready for bed     to school     a snack

do get go have

5 Which of the everyday activities does Steffi mention? 
Can you find any other everyday activities in her blog to 
put into the table?

GRAMMAR               Present simple 
Adverbs of frequency

I live with my parents.   She watches TV after dinner.    

He doesn’t do sport at the weekend.    

I don’t watch him.

Do you go online after school? Yes, I do.

Does she go shopping with her friends on Saturdays?

Yes, she does. 

We use adverbs of frequency to talk about how 
often we do things.
always – usually – often – sometimes –  
occasionally – not often – hardly ever –  
rarely – never

6 Write the sentences using the correct form of the 
present simple.

1 Alicia / live / in Miami ( )
 Alicia lives in Miami.

2 Ferdi / have / lunch / at school ( )
3 your grandparents / live / with you?
4 Alberto’s / sister / like / sport ( )
5 how often / Kevin / take the dog for a walk?
6 Holly’s dad / work / in a bank ( )

7 Write the sentences with the adverb of frequency in the 
correct place.

1 We have lunch at school. (always)
 We always have lunch at school.

2 I go online after I have dinner. (usually)
3 We’re late for our English class. (never)
4 My sister does the housework. (sometimes)
5 They’re free on Saturday. (often)
6 My parents go to the cinema. (hardly ever)

8  Work in pairs. Ask and answer questions about 
everyday activities. Use the present simple and adverbs 
of frequency.

I get up at 7 during the week, 
but I usually get up at 9 at the 

weekend. What about you?

When do you get up?

Grammar 
presentation

4

Grammar

● There are two Grammar 
sections, each containing a 
grammar box with a summary 
and examples of the grammar 
area being dealt with. An 
irregular verb list is also 
included at the back of the 
book.

● The Grammar Reference is also 
available on the Teacher’s 
i-book as Visual grammar 
presentations – an animated, 
step-by-step presentation. 

● The lessons always contain 
oral practice to allow students 
to practise the language in a 
spoken context and learn the 
correct pronunciation. 

● The language is practised in 
a variety of carefully staged 
activities. 

Vocabulary

● The two main vocabulary sets per unit are large – often 
consisting of 20–30 items – and contain both familiar and 
new, higher level items, to consolidate and extend students’ 
personal vocabulary.

● The vocabulary is practised through a variety of activities, 
including oral and personalised activities. 

 Each Reading lesson contains 
a Word Zone, which highlights 
a vocabulary area featured 
in the text such as phrasal 
verbs, collocations and set 
expressions. 

1

 

Grammar Present perfect with ever, never, yet, already 
& just | Present perfect with for, since & How 
long | Present perfect & past simple

Vocabulary Home & furniture | Clothes & accessories
Challenge Make a time capsule and do a presentation
Interaction Expressing opinions
Writing A blog entry

READING

2 My style

My style

1  In pairs, discuss your ideal bedroom. Think about:

colour     decoration     furniture     walls

2  Read the text. Which bedroom do you like best? Why?

TEENAGE 
BEDROOMS

Hey, this is my newly decorated room. We’ve just finished it. 
I love it – pink’s my favourite colour. As you can see, I love 
flowers – I’ve got them on my duvet and walls. And check 
out my office chair – it’s so cool! I haven’t put up my photos 
yet. I’m going to put them on the wall next to my desk. My 
friends haven’t seen the room yet, but I’m going to have a 
sleepover. Silvia

Here’s an exclusive pic of my room! We’ve just decorated 
it and I’ve already put in all my things. Guess what my 
favourite colour is. It’s purple! This is the first time I’ve had 
my own bedroom – I’ve shared a room with my sister all 
my life. I can’t wait to have my own space. What’s the best 
thing? The picture above my bed! Laura

Have you just decorated your room? Or do you simply 
love your space and want to share it with us? Post a 
photo and description on this site!

I designed the room myself and chose the furniture. There’s 
a new bookcase, desk and bed. Have you ever built flat 
pack furniture? It’s really hard. There are lots of pieces and 
complicated instructions. But I did it, with a bit of help. I’ve 
already slept here – the bed’s really comfy. Luckily I haven’t 
wrecked it yet! Not too many dirty socks. I love hanging out 
here playing my guitar! Will

Have you guessed my favourite subject at school? Yes, it’s 
Science. The thing I like best is the blackboard. It was a 
surprise present – I came back from a weekend away and 
there it was! It’s awesome! I’ve also got three lamps, and 
cushions on my bed so I can sit on it and read. Science 
fiction, of course. Ashley

18
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2
VOCABULARY         Home & furniture

FAST FINISHERS Write a description of your favourite room.

3 Search the website and write the names of the people.

1 Silvia has an office chair. 
2  ... loves purple. 
3 ... built the furniture.
4 ... can play the guitar. 
5 ... didn’t decorate the room. 
6 ... loves Science. 
7 ... loves pink. 
8 ... used to share a room. 
9 ... reads science fiction books. 

4 Read the website again and answer the questions.

1 What does Silvia say she loves?
 Silvia loves …
2 What is she going to put next to her desk?
3 Who designed Will’s room?
4 Has Will slept in his room?
5 Has Laura slept in her room?
6 What does she like best?
7 What did Ashley get as a surprise present?
8 How many lamps does he have?

5  Work in groups. Discuss which bedroom you like 
most and which least, and why.

I like Ashley’s room best
Why?

Because I think the idea of a blackboard’s  
cool. But I wouldn’t use it for Science.

6 Read Word Zone and find another example of I can’t wait 
in the text.

I can’t wait
We use I can’t wait when we talk 
about things in the future that we’re 
excited about. 

I can’t wait to move in.

WORD
ZONE

7 Write some sentences about you using I can’t wait. 

I can’t wait to watch the next Olympics.

8 Write a description of your bedroom. Use ideas in the 
article and the words below to help you.

bedside lamp     bedside table     bookcase      
chest of drawers      cushion     duvet     wardrobe     

9 Match the types of homes and locations with the photos.

block of flats (UK) / apartment block (US)     bungalow     
cottage     detached house     terraced house     

2

5

31

4

10 Read the Study Skill. Then complete the spidergrams 
with the furniture that you typically find in each room. 
Add more words to each category. 

basin     bath     coffee table     cooker     dishwasher      
fridge     microwave oven     shower     sink     sofa      
wardrobe     washing machine

Grouping vocabulary into categories
A useful way to learn new words and 
expressions is to group them into categories. 
Try spidergrams.

STUDY
SKILL

kITChEN cooker

LIVING ROOM sofa

BAThROOM bath

BEDROOM wardrobe

11 Look at the description. Write a description of your home. 
Use the words below to help you.

balcony     conservatory     garage     garden (UK)/ yard (US)     
hall     study     stairs     terrace     utility room

We live in a flat in the suburbs. We’ve got a nice open-plan living 
room with a big leather sofa.

More
practice 19
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3

 Each unit contains a fully 
integrated Study Skill which 
helps students develop good 
habits in language learning.

2

UNIT WALKTHROUGH

Reading

● There are two Reading texts per unit.

● The texts are substantial and cover a variety of modern, relevant 
text types such as online blogs, websites, articles and stories. 

● The Reading texts are exploited with challenging comprehension 
activities and oral and personalised follow-up activities.

Challenge

● The Challenge lesson asks students to work in pairs or groups to 
prepare and carry out an ambitious, fun speaking task that builds 
on language learnt during the unit.

● Each Challenge lesson has a totally different task. It will feel fresh 
and motivating. 

● The Challenge lessons are in three stages: Preparation, Do The 
Challenge, and Follow Up. Students have the opportunity to stretch 
their skills as much as possible.  

Listening

● Each Listening section contains substantial and 
challenging listening input to really stretch students 
and develop their listening skills. 

● A variety of real-world situations are featured, 
including radio interviews, sports commentary, 
cookery shows and game shows as well as everyday 
conversations. 
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2
Make a time capsule and do a presentation

4 Make a poster about your time capsule. Use drawings 
and photos. Label all the items. Include your name, 
today’s date and the date when it is to be opened. 

5  Work in groups. Take it in turns to present your 
poster to your group. In your presentation, say:

● why each item is important.
● how long you’ve had each item.
● why you’ve included each item.

 

This is a picture of my best friend, Marta.  
We’ve known each other for 5 years. We met when 

she started at my school.

I’ve included a tennis ball because I love tennis.  
I’ve played for 7 years and I play every week.  

I’d like to be a professional player.

FOLLOW UP

6  In groups, plan a school time capsule to be opened 
in 2050. Choose ten items to include. 

PREPARATION

1 Read the text on the right and answer the questions.

● What is a time capsule and what is it for?
● When was the Century Safe made? When was it 

opened? What was in it?
● When was the Westinghouse Time Capsule I made? 

What’s in it? When is its opening date?

2  Work in pairs and write a list of things you could 
put in a time capsule. 

DO ThE ChALLENGE

3 Imagine you are going to make a personal time 
capsule. It’s going to be opened when you are 21 years 
old. You must put at least 10 things in it. here are 
some ideas. You can also choose other things.

MY PERSONAL 
TIME CAPSULE

favourite 
possessions

photos (people, things, 
places, animals)

a souvenir from 
a sports event

a music 
CD

a list with some of your favourite 
things e.g. food, TV show, colour

a video 
game

something that represents 
a hobby or interest

a DVD a book
an item of 
clothing

A time capsule is a container with a collection of objects 
inside it. It shows future generations about your life now. An 
early time capsule was the Century Safe, made in the USA 
in 1876. It contained books, photos and autographs, and 
had an opening date of 1976. President Gerald Ford opened 
it during celebrations for the US bicentennial celebrations. In 
1939 the Westinghouse Time Capsule I, a large, specially-built 
container, was buried 15 m underground. Its contents include 
a magazine, a doll, a dollar, examples of textiles and plastics, 
and seeds such as carrots and cotton. It also contains books 
and pictures on special microfilm, and news on a newsreel. Its 
opening date is 6939 – nearly 5,000 years in the future!

TIME CAPSULE?  
TIME TRAVELLER!
TIME CAPSULE?  
TIME TRAVELLER!

Stuff I
pizza, lemonade, 

The X Factor

Grammar

● There are two Grammar 
sections, each containing a 
grammar box with a summary 
and examples of the grammar 
area being dealt with. An 
irregular verb list is also 
included at the back of the 
book.

● The Grammar Reference is also 
available on the Teacher’s 
i-book as Visual grammar 
presentations – an animated, 
step-by-step presentation. 

● The lessons always contain 
oral practice to allow students 
to practise the language in a 
spoken context and learn the 
correct pronunciation. 

● The language is practised in 
a variety of carefully staged 
activities. 

2
VOCABULARY         Home & furniture

FAST FINISHERS Write a description of your favourite room.

3 Search the website and write the names of the people.

1 Silvia has an office chair. 
2  ... loves purple. 
3 ... built the furniture.
4 ... can play the guitar. 
5 ... didn’t decorate the room. 
6 ... loves Science. 
7 ... loves pink. 
8 ... used to share a room. 
9 ... reads science fiction books. 

4 Read the website again and answer the questions.

1 What does Silvia say she loves?
 Silvia loves …
2 What is she going to put next to her desk?
3 Who designed Will’s room?
4 Has Will slept in his room?
5 Has Laura slept in her room?
6 What does she like best?
7 What did Ashley get as a surprise present?
8 How many lamps does he have?

5  Work in groups. Discuss which bedroom you like 
most and which least, and why.

I like Ashley’s room best
Why?

Because I think the idea of a blackboard’s  
cool. But I wouldn’t use it for Science.

6 Read Word Zone and find another example of I can’t wait 
in the text.

I can’t wait
We use I can’t wait when we talk 
about things in the future that we’re 
excited about. 

I can’t wait to move in.

WORD
ZONE

7 Write some sentences about you using I can’t wait. 

I can’t wait to watch the next Olympics.

8 Write a description of your bedroom. Use ideas in the 
article and the words below to help you.

bedside lamp     bedside table     bookcase      
chest of drawers      cushion     duvet     wardrobe     

9 Match the types of homes and locations with the photos.

block of flats (UK) / apartment block (US)     bungalow     
cottage     detached house     terraced house     

2

5

31

4

10 Read the Study Skill. Then complete the spidergrams 
with the furniture that you typically find in each room. 
Add more words to each category. 

basin     bath     coffee table     cooker     dishwasher      
fridge     microwave oven     shower     sink     sofa      
wardrobe     washing machine

Grouping vocabulary into categories
A useful way to learn new words and 
expressions is to group them into categories. 
Try spidergrams.

STUDY
SKILL

kITChEN cooker

LIVING ROOM sofa

BAThROOM bath

BEDROOM wardrobe

11 Look at the description. Write a description of your home. 
Use the words below to help you.

balcony     conservatory     garage     garden (UK)/ yard (US)     
hall     study     stairs     terrace     utility room

We live in a flat in the suburbs. We’ve got a nice open-plan living 
room with a big leather sofa.

More
practice 19

Challenge

● The Challenge lesson asks students to work in pairs or groups to 
prepare and carry out an ambitious, fun speaking task that builds 
on language learnt during the unit.

● Each Challenge lesson has a totally different task. It will feel fresh 
and motivating. 

● The Challenge lessons are in three stages: Preparation, Do The 
Challenge, and Follow Up. Students have the opportunity to stretch 
their skills as much as possible.  

2

20

Grammar 
presentationGRAMMAR              Present perfect with ever, never, yet, already & just

We use the present perfect to talk about 
experiences in our lives. We often use it with ever  
and never.
We’ve never shared a room before.

Have you ever built flat pack furniture?

Yes, I have. No, I haven’t.

We also use the present perfect to talk about events 
that have a result in the present.
I’ve decorated my room. It looks great!

We can use yet, already & just with the present 
perfect.  
I haven’t put up my photos yet. (But I’m planning to.)

I’ve already slept in my new bed. (It only arrived this 
morning.)

Use just for something that happened recently.  
We’ve just built the furniture. (We finished five 
minutes ago.)
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Grammar reference page 114

1 Complete the dialogues with ever or never and the 
correct form of these verbs in the present perfect.

drive     eat      learn     ride     see (x2)

1 A: Have you ...  ...  a double rainbow?
 B: No, I haven’t. But I’ve ... lots of normal rainbows.
2 A: Have you ...  ... a camel?
 B: B Yes, I have.
3 A: I’ve ... ... Japanese food.
 B: Really? I have. 
4 A: Have your parents ever ... a foreign language?
 B: No, they ... . 
5 A: My mum’s ... ... a car in her life! 
 B: That’s unusual. I thought most people drive nowadays.

2  Look at the pictures and say what people have just 
done. Then write sentences. 

They’ve just come back from their holiday.

A

D

C

F

B

E

3 Complete the sentences with just, yet or already.

1 Oh dear. Look at my room. I haven’t tidied it  yet.
2 ‘You look tired.’ ‘Yes, I’ve ... been for a run.’ 
3 That was quick. Have you finished your homework ... ?
4 ‘Shall we go for lunch? It’s two o’clock!’ ‘No thanks, I’ve ... 

had lunch.’
5 Have you ... taken my pencil? I need it!
6 We haven’t found a new flat ... . They’re very expensive. 
7 Paul has ... bought a new car. He’s very pleased with 

himself!
8 Are we too late to see the programme? No, it hasn’t 

started ... .

4  Listen to Neil. Say what he’s already done and what 
he hasn’t done yet.

1 win a chess game

2 go to the theatre

3 swim with dolphins

4 learn to play a musical instrument

5 go skiing

6 visit New York

7 get a certificate in a foreign language

8 learn a martial art

9 donate blood

10 go camping

Ten things
to do

before I’m21

5 Write sentences about Neil.

He hasn’t won a chess game yet.
He’s already been to the theatre. 

PRONUNCIATION /ʤ/ and /j/ 
6  Listen and repeat the sentences.

1 I’ve just eaten some yoghurt. 
2 We haven’t been to Jane’s house yet. 
3 She’s just bought a new yellow dress.
4 They haven’t booked their July summer holidays yet. 

More practice? page 148

More
practice

7 Write the questions that Ella asked Neil in exercise 4.

Have you ever won a chess game?

8  In pairs, ask and answer the questions from exercise 7.

FAST FINISHERS Write three more questions for the questionnaire in exercise 4. Then ask and answer with a partner.
More
practice 21

2
LISTENING              Understand information about different houses

1  Look at the photos of the three buildings and 
discuss the questions.

● Where do you think the houses are? 
● What’s special about each house?

2  Listen to the programme and complete the factfile. 
Were your ideas in exercise 1 correct?

Fallingwater
• location     • when built     • floor area

The Tower Palace
• location     • when built      • number of floors 

Container City
• location      • when built     • how long to build

3  Listen again and decide if the sentences are true or 
false. Correct the false sentences.

1 Fallingwater is a house in the middle of a forest.
2 It isn’t old-fashioned.
3 It has beautiful views of a waterfall.
4 The Tower Palace is 274 m tall.
5 Angela found the height of the building quite 

frightening.
6 Container City is a block of flats.
7 The flats are on big boats.
8 Nick isn’t impressed by Angela’s description of Container 

City at first.

4  Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Go to page 146 
and put them into the dialogues.

● How cool is that? ● Not exactly. 
● What have you been up to? 

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 146

5  Which home do you prefer? What are the good and 
the bad things about each one? Discuss your ideas.

Yeah, but think of the views!

I really like the Tower Palace.  
I love tall buildings.

I hate them! I can’t stand heights.

6   In pairs, design your dream home. Make notes:

Our dream home
• Name:
• Location:
• Size:
• Type of home:
• Special features:

7   Present your dream home to the class.

Fallingwater Container City The Tower Place

DR
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2

1
3

4

 A complete Grammar 
Reference with detailed 
explanations of each 
grammar area can be 
found at the back of the 
book. 

 Extra interactive practice

1

2

 Common spoken language 
is exploited in Face 2 
Face – students learn to 
recognize three idiomatic 
expressions in each lesson 
that often occur in spoken 
English.

3  There is also a freer, 
follow-up interactive 
activity where students 
produce their own version 
of the dialogues or give 
their opinions on  
a related topic.

4

Listening

● Each Listening section contains substantial and 
challenging listening input to really stretch students 
and develop their listening skills. 

● A variety of real-world situations are featured, 
including radio interviews, sports commentary, 
cookery shows and game shows as well as everyday 
conversations. 
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 Common expressions from 
the situations are given in 
the Express yourself box. 
This features language that 
students will need to both use 
and understand in order to 
interact successfully.

1

Interaction

● The Interaction lessons feature 
three school friends who live in 
the UK in a variety of everyday 
situations. 

● Students are given prompts or 
role-cards to stimulate their 
speaking, rather than entire 
dialogues. This gives them the 
autonomy that is necessary in 
developing the speaking skills. 

Three-Unit Reviews 

● There are Three-Unit Reviews 
after units 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9. They 
revise grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units in 
a fresh context.

● Each Three-Unit Review 
contains practice of all the 
key skills. They consist of a 
substantial reading text, a 
listening section, and a follow-
up speaking or writing section.

 Students listen to 
the situations, focus 
on specific language 
commonly used in each 
situation, and then have 
the chance to interact 
themselves in Your Turn To 
Speak. 

2  Writing skill focuses on 
an important language 
area that students need 
to master, in order to 
improve their ability to 
produce good written 
texts.

3  In Your Turn To Write, 
students are guided 
step-by-step through the 
critical stages of planning, 
taking notes, writing and 
checking that are needed 
to produce their own text.

4

Unit Reviews

● Each unit has an End-of-Unit 
Review which revises the key 
grammar and vocabulary. 

● The audio for each Dictation has 
built-in pauses to allow students 
to write as they listen. 

Writing

● In the Writing section, students 
work through a model written 
text, and then write their own 
version.

 Each End-of-Unit Review 
finishes with a Dictation. This 
is a paragraph on a subject 
related to the topic of the 
unit. Each Dictation becomes 
progressively longer towards 
the end of the book.

1

27

WRITING             A blog entry

2

1 Read Lidia’s blog entry. Answer the questions.

1 What is the blog entry about?
2 How long has Lidia known Molly for?

The three most 
important things 
in my life right now 
are my phone, my 
favourite earrings and 
my best friend, Molly.

I love my phone. I’ve had it for a year and it goes 
everywhere with me. My phone is my life. It’s a big 
white Korean smartphone and I can do loads of things 
on it. I’ve got all my photos on it too. Last night, I was 
at a party and I took some cool photos. I’ve just posted 
them on my blog. Take a look!

I’ve had my favourite earrings since I was born. They 
were a present from my grandmother and they used 
to be hers. They’re lovely little gold moons and I wear 
them every day. My grandmother died last year so 
they remind me of her.

I couldn’t live without my best friend, Molly. She’s 
really funny and always makes me laugh. She’s got 
beautiful long straight blond hair and big blue eyes. 
I met her on my first day at nursery school and we’ve 
known each other for nearly ten years. She’s actually 
from Germany but she moved to the UK when she 
was three. 

What about you? Post a comment now.

In my  
life
by Lidia Jenkins

2 Read the blog entry again and decide if the sentences 
are true or false. Correct the false ones.

1 Lidia’s best friend is called Molly.
2 Lidia has had her smartphone for three weeks. 
3 Her phone is American.
4 She has just posted some photos on her blog. 
5 Her earrings used to be her grandmother’s.
6 Lidia only wears her favourite earrings on special occasions.
7 Molly’s got long straight blond hair.
8 Molly moved to the UK when she was ten years old.

3 Complete the table below with the adjectives Lidia uses 
to describe her two favourite things and her best friend 
Molly.

Opinion
Size / Age / 
Shape

Colour Origin Material Noun

Korean smartphone

lovely moons
long, 
straight

hair

eyes

4 Put the words in the correct order. Use the table in 
exercise 3 to help you.

1 new chain gold
2 T-shirt cool red old
3 necklace beautiful pearl old Spanish
4 green amazing sunglasses enormous
5 wooden bookcase antique brown German

PLAN BEFORE YOU WRITE

5 Choose three things / people that are important in your 
life. Choose from the ideas below or use your own ideas.

best friend     family member     football boots     musical 
instrument     necklace     pet     phone     photo     poster     
T-shirt     toy     watch     

6 Decide which things / people you want in which 
paragraph. Write some notes for each. Think about 
the following:

1 why the people or things are important
2 details you can add about each thing / person
3 adjectives you can use

WRITE NOW

7 Write your blog entry.

1 Use Lidia’s blog entry as a model.
2 Use your paragraph notes from exercise 6.
3 Include some adjectives.
4 Invite readers to post a comment.

ChECk AND CORRECT

8 Check and correct your blog entry.

1 Check that the order of adjectives is correct.
2 In pairs, swap your blog entries and check each other’s 

work.

YOUR TURN  
TO WRITE

Order of adjectives
WRITING
SKILL

26

INTERACTION              Expressing opinions

2

ChOOSING A PRESENT

1  Look at the photo. Where are Mia, Charlie and 
Lauren? What do you think they are saying?

2  Listen to the conversation and answer the questions.

1  When is Daisy’s birthday?
2  What do the friends want to get her?
3  Why haven’t Mia and Charlie chosen anything yet?

3  Listen to the next part of the conversation. Which 
T-shirts below do they talk about? Which one do they 
choose?

B CA

D E F

4  Listen again. Who expressed these opinions about 
the T-shirts? Write L (Lauren), C (Charlie) or M (Mia).

1  The T-shirt with the cat on it is … .   A childish   B cute
2  The T-shirt with a superhero on it is … .   A awesome   B awful
3  The vampire T-shirt is … .   A gross  B horrible
4  The T-shirt with a dog on a skateboard is … .   A fantastic    

B perfect

5 Which words and expressions in Express yourself did 
you hear? Can you add any more words or phrases to 
the groups? 

YOUR TURN TO SPEAk

6  Imagine you and your partner are choosing 
T-shirts for:

each other     your teacher     your parents

● Choose a T-shirt in exercise 3. 
● Describe the T-shirt to your partner. 
● React to your partner’s choice.
● Use expressions from Express Yourself.
● Try to agree which ones to buy. 

I think you’d look 
good in this one! 

I’m not sure.  
He doesn’t wear black. 

I really like this one. Would it be 
good for your dad?

No way! I think it’s horrible. I can’t 
stand cartoon T-shirts.

7   What’s your opinion of the following people 
and things? Discuss your ideas in groups. Make sure 
everybody expresses an opinion.

Kate Middletonthe Olympics 

Justin Bieber classical musicheavy metal

Harry Potter horoscopesbungee jumping

 Express yourself
Giving positive opinions
I love / like this one.
I think it’s brilliant / awesome / wicked / cute.
It’s really cool.
It’s absolutely perfect!

Giving negative opinions 
Sorry, I really don’t like it.
I think it’s (really) awful / terrible/ stupid / gross.
It looks so … .
I can’t stand … .

Identifying things
Which one?
The one with … on it.
I like those ones.

 

2Review Unit 1

VOCABULARY         

1 Put the verbs in the correct category according to which 
part of the body is used.

feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     sound     
taste     touch     watch

ears eyes nose tongue skin

2 Complete the sentences with the correct verb.

1 Did you ... my grandmother’s carrot cake? It’s delicious! 
A see B smell C taste

2 Shh! Did you ... that noise? I think there’s someone 
downstairs. 
A listen B hear C sound

3 When we went to Martin’s house on Saturday, he ... a 
really scary film. 
A was watching  B was seeing C was looking

4 Don’t ... that plate. It’s hot! 
A feel B taste C touch

5 I could ... something was burning, so I rushed downstairs 
to the kitchen. 
A watch B smell C listen

3 Complete the words for parts of the body.

 1 e_ _b_ _ _s
 2 f_ _ _h_ _d
 3 s_ _ _ _d_r
 4 f_n_ _r
 5 p_ _m

 6 t_ _g_e
 7 k_ _e
 8 e_ _l_ _ _ _s
 9 t_ _ _b
 10 ch_ _k

4 Find the odd word out. Say why it doesn’t belong.

1 heel     toe     ankle     hip
2 lips     neck     teeth     tongue
3 wrist     palm     waist     finger
4 eyebrows     elbow     eyelashes     forehead
5 toe     finger     thumb     palm

GRAMMAR

5 Look at the table and write sentences about what each 
person was doing at different times yesterday evening. 

6–7 7–8 8–9 9–10

Nick
study 
Maths

study 
Maths

have 
dinner 

watch 
football on TV 

Jess
listen to 
music

have 
dinner  

read sleep 

Theo
take dog 
for a walk 

help his 
mum cook 
dinner 

watch  
a film 

watch a film 

At 6 Nick was studying Maths, Jess was listening to music and 
Theo was taking his dog for a walk.

6 Match the parts of the sentences and then write 
sentences using when or while.

1 They were watching a film A he was a child.
2 We were waiting for the bus B the electricity went out.
3 John lived in Austria C I noticed a gold bracelet 

on the ground.
4 I got a text message D I was speaking to my 

teacher.
5 I was cycling along the road E it started to rain.

7 Put the words in order to make questions.

1 did / what / use / school / to / you / wear / to / ?
2 food / dislike / kind / use / of / you / did / to / what / ?
3 sport / you / did / to / play / any / use / ?
4 use / did / your / work / where / parents / to / ?
5 do / free time / did / what / you / use / your / to / in / ?

8 Match the questions in exercise 7 with these answers. 
Then complete them with used to and the verbs.

be (x2)     draw     not eat     not like     play (x2)     wear     work

A Yes, I … ice hockey for a local team. 
B I … a shirt, trousers, tie and a jumper. 
C My dad … a doctor and he … at the general hospital. My 

mum … a teacher.
D I … cartoons all the time. And I … lots of video games with 

my friends.
E I … broccoli at all and I … much fish, except sometimes at 

my grandparents’ house.

DICTATION

9  Listen and write.

104

2

1
3

4

1

Video

● Each video contains an original short documentary 
which introduces a different English-speaking country 
from around the world. 

● Students are introduced to some names, places or other 
cultural information before they watch. They find out 
the significance of these, and as well as learning more 
interesting information about each country. 

Stories

● Each Student’s Book contains 
three original stories. They have 
been specially written for the 
course, with teenage protagonists, 
and deal with themes from the 
Student’s Book.

● The stories are rich in new 
vocabulary. They contain 
comprehension activities, 
vocabulary exploitation and  
follow-up speaking activities in 
order for students to exploit them 
as much as possible.
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 There is a video lesson 
after each Three-Unit 
Review. In this section, 
students develop their 
skills in watching and 
understanding video, which 
will increase their ability 
to enjoy English-language 
films and TV. 

1  Each video lesson ends 
with Find Out, where 
students have the chance 
to find out more about 
an intriguing aspect of 
the country’s culture that 
featured in the video.

2

Three-Unit Reviews 

● There are Three-Unit Reviews 
after units 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9. They 
revise grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units in 
a fresh context.

● Each Three-Unit Review 
contains practice of all the 
key skills. They consist of a 
substantial reading text, a 
listening section, and a follow-
up speaking or writing section.

LISTENING         

5 Look at the photos from the brochure. What do you 
think you could do on a holiday like this? 

6  Copy the table. Listen to the advertisement about 
Borneo Green Tours and complete it.

Borneo Green Tours
Location 1

Who the tours are for 2

What you can do 
on the Proboscis 
Monkey Cruise 

3

What you can do on 
the Danim Valley 
Rainforest Tour 

4

Interesting facts 
about the Danum 
Valley

5

Reasons to take a 
Borneo Eco Tour

6

SPEAKING         

7  In groups, plan your own eco-tour. Think about the 
following:
● the name of the tour
● when and where it will take place
● the aim of your tour
●  how it contributes to helping the environment, local 

community or local ecosystem
● what people will learn
● what people will see and do

8  Present your tour to your class. Decide whose tour 
you would like to go on.

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1  Work in pairs. What do you know about Scotland? 

2 What do you think is the importance of these things to 
Scotland?

the Industrial Revolutionkilts Loch Ness

clansCaledonia Hadrian’s Wall5 million

NOW WATCH        

3 Check your answers to exercises 1 and 2.

4 Answer the questions.

1 How is the saying ‘good things come in small packages’ 
relevant to Scotland?

2 What does the word ‘Scoti’ refer to?
3 Why was Hadrian’s wall built?
4 What is a ‘tartan’?
5 What famous fictional characters are mentioned?
6 What things are mentioned that attract visitors to 

Scotland?

FOLLOW UP        

5  In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 What other famous walls do you know, and why were 
they built?

2 How important are family and family history in your 
country?

3 What famous fictitious characters have come from your 
country?

ScotlandVideoVideo

Find out about the Loch Ness Monster. Write a paragraph 
about the history of the legend, and say whether you believe 
that it exists or not.

FIND OUTFIND OUT

39

 

38

Review Units 1—3

3 Read the article and find this information.

1 Where do the Bajau people live?
2 What materials are their houses made of?
3 What is important about the area where they live?
4 How long have the Bajau people been able to live this way?

4 Read the article again and decide if the sentences are 
true or false. Correct the false ones.

1 The Bajau houses are situated next to the rainforest.
2 They live in floating houses.
3 The houses are made of wood from a tree that is tough 

and long-lasting.
4 The natural environment in the area where they live is 

protected.
5 They live off food that is brought from the mainland.
6 They can stay underwater for a long period of time.
7 Women put milk on their skin to protect them from the sun.
8 The way the Bajau people live now is different to the way 

they used to in the past.

5  Discuss these questions with your partner. 

1 What do you think about the way the Bajau live?
2 Would you like to live the way they do? Why / Why not?
3 What factors do you think could affect the way they live 

in the future?

READING         

1  Look at the photos and discuss the questions.

1 Where do you think the houses are? 
2 What materials do you think the houses are made out of? 
3 What is unusual or unique about the houses?

2 Read the article quickly and check your answers in 1.

Life over the water

There are many different kinds of houses around 
the world and not all are made from the same 
materials. On the island of Borneo, there is a 
group of people called the Bajau, who build their 
houses out in the ocean on beautiful coral reefs. 
These amazing houses are made of wood, metal, 
straw and reeds, and are built on top of wooden 
stilts, or tall wooden poles, a few metres above 
the sea. They use the wood from mangrove trees 
from the rainforests in Borneo, as it’s the most 
durable against the seawater.

The Bajau live in an area called the Coral Triangle. 
It’s one of the most important conservation areas 
in the world and it’s full of unique varieties of 
fish and marine animals. The Bajau are mainly 
fishermen and rely on the fish for food and 
income. The men collect clams and hunt for small 
fish and the women travel for an hour to local 
markets on the mainland, where they sell them. 
In fact, when it comes to fishing, the Bajau are 
known for their incredible diving skills and can 
hold their breath for up to five minutes, and swim 
down to depths of around 20 metres! 

The Bajau’s diet consists mainly of fish, bananas 
and tapioca, a type of grain, cooked and mixed 
with milk or water. Women in the village also use 
tapioca as sunscreen to protect their skin from 
the hot sun.

The Bajau have lived a nomadic sea life for 
centuries and their success is their simple 
lifestyle. In recent years, their villages have also 
become popular with tourists who want to stay in 
houses on the water and visit the unique tribes. 
This brings an extra income for the people and 
helps preserve their way of life.

1  Look at the picture and discuss the questions.

1 What can you see in the picture? What do you think has 
happened? 

2 What do you think happens in the story?
3 Why do you think the story is called ‘Keller and Katrina’? 

2 Check you understand the following words.

charcoal     drown     helicopter     hurricane     kayak     
loot     refugee     the Coast Guard     wheelchair

3  Why do you think the things in exercise 2 are 
important in the story? Compare your ideas with a 
partner.

4  Now read the story and see if you were right.

5 Can you remember what these numbers refer to? Quickly 
look at the story again to check your ideas.

29/08/05

80%80%200 170170

7474 38118118

244244

6 Read the story again and answer the questions.

1 Why did Hurricane Katrina do so much damage to New 
Orleans?

2 Why were lots of the residents still living in the American 
Can building?

3 What dangers did the residents face?
4 Why didn’t the helicopter pilots land on the building at 

first?
5 How did Keller make the pilots help the residents?
6 What else did Keller do to help the residents escape?

7  In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 Which of John Keller’s actions impressed you most? Why?
2 How would you describe John Keller’s character?
3 How do you think Keller’s military experience was useful 

in this situation?
4 What do you think of the title? Can you think of a better 

one?

didn’t like the look of them. So Keller decided he had to 
make their terrible situation absolutely clear. He carried 
elderly residents and their wheelchairs onto the roof. 
The pilots saw them – and Keller’s plan worked! After 
only 15 minutes, the first helicopter landed. Soon food 
and water were dropping from the skies. But this wasn’t 
enough. Some of the residents were sick and needed 
medical help. So Keller persuaded a Coast Guard pilot to 
fly them all to safety. 

Keller now had to get everyone else out of the building. 
He noticed some motorboats on a nearby roof. So he 
swam across, got their engines working, and brought the 
boats back to the American Can. A crowd was waiting 
and cheering when he returned. He then took up to 12 
passengers at a time to an open area on Moss Street. 
From there, helicopters flew them to the Superdome 
stadium, a safe place for the citizens of New Orleans. 
At five o’clock on the evening of 2nd September, Keller 
carried the last residents from the American Can. In total, 
he organized the evacuation of all 244 people from the 
building. And amazingly, every one of them survived.

Natural disasters produce heroes and villains. John Keller 
was a true hero.

Martyn Hobbs

FAST FINISHERS  Imagine you were in the American Can Building. Write a blog about the five days after Katrina hit New Orleans.

[AW graphic novel style ILLUSTRATION of John Keller, an Afro-american former soldier, 38, fit, paddling a canoe through 
the flooded streets of New Orleans. There is devastation all around him. Floating cars, floating houses, people on roof tops, 
trees submerged in the water. In the back of his boat are food and water supplies, etc]
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Natural disasters can bring out the best and the worst in 
people. Some people take the opportunity to loot shops 
or steal cars or set fire to buildings. Others try to save 
lives and make a terrible situation better.

When Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans in the 
morning of 29th August 2005, it was the sixth strongest 
Atlantic hurricane ever recorded, and the third most 
powerful to hit the USA. The wind speed was an 
incredible 200 km per hour. By 31st August, 80% of the 
city was flooded, with some areas under 4.5 metres of 
water. Most of the residents of the city got out in time. 
However, many remained trapped in their homes. These 
people were mainly the elderly, the sick and the poor.

Imagine the situation. You look out of your apartment 
building, and the streets are filled with water. There are 
drowned cats and dogs. There are cars floating past. 
Inside your apartment there’s no electricity. That means 
there’s no light, no way of knowing what’s going on in 
the outside world and no way of contacting anybody. 
Nothing in the kitchen works so you can’t store or cook 
any food, and you can’t get out to find fresh food or water.

That was the situation in the American Can Company 
building. This was a solid, five-storey apartment block 
in central New Orleans. About 500 people usually lived 
there, many of them elderly or disabled. Lots of them 
left. But when Katrina struck, 170 residents were still 
living there. On the day after the storm, this building 
became a small island when over three metres of water 
flowed into the lobby. With the water came turtles, fish 
and snakes. Soon afterwards, some unexpected human 
guests arrived, too – 74 people from the neighbourhood 
who were looking for a safe place to stay. And some of 
them looked desperate and not very friendly.

One of the residents, John Keller, was an ex-marine with 
military experience in Iraq. At 38 years of age, over two 
metres tall and weighing 118 kilos, Keller knew that 
he could survive. He could have simply got into a boat 
and paddled his way to safety. However, he knew that 
wouldn’t be right. 

He calculated that more than half of the people in the 
building were elderly. About a third of those couldn’t 
walk without help. About a quarter were in wheelchairs. 
And about a quarter of the neighbourhood refugees 
were behaving a bit aggressively. Without his help and 
organizational skills, the residents’ lives were in danger.

Hunger was an immediate problem. On the ground floor of 
the building there was a restaurant and a coffee shop. Keller 

had to stop one man from stealing food from the restaurant. 
Although he couldn’t stop another thief from breaking 
into the vending machines, he made him bring back the 
food and share it with the others. Meanwhile, he instructed 
the residents to take everything out of their freezers and 
cook it. But how? They had no energy. So Keller swam to 
a local store and carried back charcoal and supplies. Then 
he and his friends set up eight grills and cooked the food – 
standing in water up to the tops of their legs!

Keller was also worried about his own mother and sister 
who lived on the eastern side of the city. He took a kayak 
and paddled to their home. When he finally arrived, he 
found their home was empty. It was a long and pointless 
journey. He only learned later that they were both safe in 
a hospital. However, this seven-hour trip showed Keller 
terrible scenes. He saw people on roofs, houses floating 
past, people in real despair. He now knew better than 
ever that his fellow residents were in danger.

They urgently needed fresh food and water – and Keller 
had an idea. He took a fire extinguisher up onto the roof. 
He used it to write a message for passing helicopters. 
They often flew over the American Can building, but 
they still didn’t stop. Why? Then Keller understood. Some 
of the refugees were living on the roof and the pilots 

KELLER AND 
KATRINA [AW graphic novel style ILLUSTRATION of John Keller, an Afro-american former soldier, 38, fit, paddling a canoe through 

the flooded streets of New Orleans. There is devastation all around him. Floating cars, floating houses, people on roof tops, 
trees submerged in the water. In the back of his boat are food and water supplies, etc]
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WRITING             A blog entry

2

1 Read Lidia’s blog entry. Answer the questions.

1 What is the blog entry about?
2 How long has Lidia known Molly for?

The three most 
important things 
in my life right now 
are my phone, my 
favourite earrings and 
my best friend, Molly.

I love my phone. I’ve had it for a year and it goes 
everywhere with me. My phone is my life. It’s a big 
white Korean smartphone and I can do loads of things 
on it. I’ve got all my photos on it too. Last night, I was 
at a party and I took some cool photos. I’ve just posted 
them on my blog. Take a look!

I’ve had my favourite earrings since I was born. They 
were a present from my grandmother and they used 
to be hers. They’re lovely little gold moons and I wear 
them every day. My grandmother died last year so 
they remind me of her.

I couldn’t live without my best friend, Molly. She’s 
really funny and always makes me laugh. She’s got 
beautiful long straight blond hair and big blue eyes. 
I met her on my first day at nursery school and we’ve 
known each other for nearly ten years. She’s actually 
from Germany but she moved to the UK when she 
was three. 

What about you? Post a comment now.

In my  
life
by Lidia Jenkins

2 Read the blog entry again and decide if the sentences 
are true or false. Correct the false ones.

1 Lidia’s best friend is called Molly.
2 Lidia has had her smartphone for three weeks. 
3 Her phone is American.
4 She has just posted some photos on her blog. 
5 Her earrings used to be her grandmother’s.
6 Lidia only wears her favourite earrings on special occasions.
7 Molly’s got long straight blond hair.
8 Molly moved to the UK when she was ten years old.

3 Complete the table below with the adjectives Lidia uses 
to describe her two favourite things and her best friend 
Molly.

Opinion
Size / Age / 
Shape

Colour Origin Material Noun

Korean smartphone

lovely moons
long, 
straight

hair

eyes

4 Put the words in the correct order. Use the table in 
exercise 3 to help you.

1 new chain gold
2 T-shirt cool red old
3 necklace beautiful pearl old Spanish
4 green amazing sunglasses enormous
5 wooden bookcase antique brown German

PLAN BEFORE YOU WRITE

5 Choose three things / people that are important in your 
life. Choose from the ideas below or use your own ideas.

best friend     family member     football boots     musical 
instrument     necklace     pet     phone     photo     poster     
T-shirt     toy     watch     

6 Decide which things / people you want in which 
paragraph. Write some notes for each. Think about 
the following:

1 why the people or things are important
2 details you can add about each thing / person
3 adjectives you can use

WRITE NOW

7 Write your blog entry.

1 Use Lidia’s blog entry as a model.
2 Use your paragraph notes from exercise 6.
3 Include some adjectives.
4 Invite readers to post a comment.

ChECk AND CORRECT

8 Check and correct your blog entry.

1 Check that the order of adjectives is correct.
2 In pairs, swap your blog entries and check each other’s 

work.

YOUR TURN  
TO WRITE

Order of adjectives
WRITING
SKILL

Video

● Each video contains an original short documentary 
which introduces a different English-speaking country 
from around the world. 

● Students are introduced to some names, places or other 
cultural information before they watch. They find out 
the significance of these, and as well as learning more 
interesting information about each country. 

Stories

● Each Student’s Book contains 
three original stories. They have 
been specially written for the 
course, with teenage protagonists, 
and deal with themes from the 
Student’s Book.

● The stories are rich in new 
vocabulary. They contain 
comprehension activities, 
vocabulary exploitation and  
follow-up speaking activities in 
order for students to exploit them 
as much as possible.

1

2
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Exam preparation

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

 An exam-style activity at the 
end of each lesson. Students 
attempt this once they have 
learnt about and prepared 
for the task. They could do 
this under exam conditions.

1

This section is aimed at teachers who are preparing their 
students for exams from the Cambridge English Language 
Assessment range or from ETS. Each level of the series focuses 
on the most appropriate exams for the level of the book, so 
High Achievers Assessment edition B1 prepares students 
for the Cambridge Preliminary (PET) exam and for both the 
Standard and Comprehensive versions of the TOEFL  
Junior® Test.

The Cambridge Preliminary (PET) exam and the TOEFL 
Junior® Test are internationally recognized qualifications  
in English.

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one per 
unit – covering both the Standard and Comprehensive 
versions of the TOEFL Junior Test®. The content of the 
lessons follows the unit topics, so the lessons feel 
integrated and can be covered at any point during  
a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of 
the papers of the Test; there is a balance of tasks from 
all sections of the exam throughout the section. There 
is a series of activities carefully designed to give them 
practice in the skills they need to perform the task well, 
and familiarise them with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page 
corresponding to each Student’s Book exams lesson, 
consisting of further practice of the task focused on in 
the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

 Key information about 
the task focused on in 
this lesson

3

Prepare for Cambridge Exams

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one per 
unit – covering the Cambridge Preliminary exam. The 
content of the lessons follows the unit topics, so the 
lessons feel integrated and can be covered at any point 
during a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of the 
papers of the exam; there is a balance of tasks from all 
sections of the exam throughout the section. There is a 
series of activities carefully designed to give them practice 
in the skills they need to perform the task well, and 
familiarise them with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page corresponding 
to each Student’s Book exams lesson, consisting of further 
practice of the task focused on in the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

 An exam-style activity at the 
end of each lesson. Students 
attempt this once they have 
learnt about and prepared 
for the task. They could do 
this under exam conditions. 

1

 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

WRITING              Writing a story from a title

Look again at page 122 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

• Your teacher has asked you to write a story.
• This is the title of your story:
When I was ten
Write your story in about 100 words.
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

WRITING 

Writing a story from a title

ABOUT THE EXAM
In this part of the test, you can choose whether to write a 
letter or a story. You need to write about 100 words. For the 
story question you may get a title (e.g. The Secret Island) or 
the first sentence (e.g. Sandy read the letter and smiled.)

1 Read About the exam, and the Task. Think of some ideas 
for the story. Use the questions below to help you think 
of ideas. Make notes. 

TASK

● Your English teacher has asked you to write a story. 

● Your story must have the following title: 

An embarrassing mistake

● Write your story in about 100 words. 

Where does the story take place?
Who are the people in the story?
What is the mistake?
Why is it embarrassing?

2 Read the Tip. 

It’s very important that your story has a clear 
beginning, middle and end, and that it fits the title 
well. Plan carefully by asking yourself questions 
before you begin. You only have 100 words, so keep 
the story clear and simple.

TIP

3 Read this story. Put the paragraphs in order. 
…… Beginning
…… Middle
…… End 

4 Read the story again and answer the questions in 
exercise 1 about it.

5 You are going to do the Task in exercise 1. First, look at 
your notes from exercise 1. Write a plan for your story. 
Beginning 
Middle 
End 

NOW YOUR TURN

6 Write your story.

7 Read five other students’ stories. Which ones have a 
clear beginning, middle and end? 

A Suddenly I saw a lady wearing a red coat 
just like my mother’s. I threw myself into 
her arms, shouting ‘Mummy! Mummy!’ 
Then I heard a voice say, ‘Er James, I’m 
over here.’  I realized the woman I was 
hugging was a complete stranger.

B This happened to me when I was about 
nine years old. I was out shopping with 
my mother at our local supermarket. It 
was really busy that day and my mother 
was in a hurry.

C I’m not sure how it happened, but 
somehow I got separated from her. I ran 
up and down the shop looking for her, 
but I couldn’t see her anywhere.

2

1

3
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EXAM PREPARATION

 Key information about 
the task focused on in 
this lesson

3

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

 An exam-style activity at the 
end of each lesson. Students 
attempt this once they have 
learnt about and prepared 
for the task. They could do 
this under exam conditions.

1

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one per 
unit – covering both the Standard and Comprehensive 
versions of the TOEFL Junior Test®. The content of the 
lessons follows the unit topics, so the lessons feel 
integrated and can be covered at any point during  
a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of 
the papers of the Test; there is a balance of tasks from 
all sections of the exam throughout the section. There 
is a series of activities carefully designed to give them 
practice in the skills they need to perform the task well, 
and familiarise them with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page 
corresponding to each Student’s Book exams lesson, 
consisting of further practice of the task focused on in 
the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1

Sean Forbes is a young hip-
hop artist with a difference – he 
creates music videos for deaf 
people. He loves the irony of it. 
Sean was born in Detroit into a 
musical family – both his parents 
were musicians, and Sean grew 
up in a house full of music. He 
became deaf when he was 
only a few months old after an 
illness; however, that didn’t stop 
him enjoying music. He loved 
the rhythm and the beat, and 
so, when he was five, Sean’s 
parents bought him a drum set. 
He began playing and performing 
music with his family, and when 
he was ten, Sean also started 
playing guitar and writing music. 
Sean said his influences are “The 
Three Bs” (the Beastie Boys, The 
Beatles, and Bob Dylan). 
When he discovered rap music, he 
knew that was the music for him, 
because he could really follow the 
beat and the drums. He decided 
at an early age that he wanted a 
career in the music industry, which 
was a dream that many people 
thought he would find hard to 
achieve. He didn’t listen to them 

though. He never gave up hope, 
and he proved them wrong.
When Sean was twenty, he 
met Jake Bass and that was 
when things really changed. 
Together they began making rap 
music videos and performing 
live. In 2012, they released a 
full-length album called Perfect-
Imperfection, which featured a 
DVD with many of the songs 
performed by Sean, with sign 
language and lyrics.  
He loves humor and his rap lyrics 
often make fun at his deafness: 
“If I cut off my ear like Van Gogh, 
would it matter?” 
Sean is also co-founder of a 
non-profit organization called 
D-PAN (Deaf Performing Artists’ 
Network), whose mission is 
to bring music to the deaf 
community. It focuses on 
translating the lyrics of popular 
music into American Sign 
Language music videos. 
Since 2008, Sean has performed 
in over 40 cities across the U.S. 
More recently, he has performed 
with “that deaf DJ,” Robbie 
Wilde, and other deaf rappers.

1 Which would make the most 
appropriate title for the text? 
A  The little drummer boy
B  Deaf people don’t always like 

music
C  Rapper brings music to the deaf 

community 
D Musical family sets up a charity

2 According to the text, what did 
Sean Forbes NOT do? 
A make music videos
B use sign language 
C  play the guitar and the drums 

and sing
D co-star in a movie

3 In line 11, the word that refers to 
the fact that he ______ .
A was a baby
B enjoyed music
C was deaf
D was ill

4 Sean Forbes likes the following 
EXCEPT ______ .
A rap music 
B giving up
C the rhythm and beat of music
D making jokes
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Read the story and answer the questions.

READING COMPREHENSION              Academic text

Look again at page 123 of your Student’s Book. Read About the test and the Tip. Then do the task below.
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Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1

READING COMPREHENSION

Academic text

1 Read the Tip.  Then look at the first paragraph of the 
story and answer the question. Find the three answer 
choices that are true in the text and underline them. 

 At the beginning of the story, the following facts are 
true EXCEPT:

A The trip started towards the end of the month.
B He had taken the trip on his own before.
C He was planning to go across a large ocean.
D He wasn’t traveling with anyone else.

One of the questions may be a “Negative fact” 
question, which asks you to find information that 
is not mentioned or is untrue. In these questions, 
you will see the words NOT or EXCEPT written in 
capital letters. Check each answer choice carefully. 
Three of them will be correct or true. The correct 
answer is the fourth one. This answer choice is 
untrue or incorrect.

TIP

TASK

On January 29, 1982, 
Steven Callahan left the 
Canary Islands on board 
the Napoleon Solo. He was 
heading alone across the 
Atlantic to the Caribbean for 
the first time.
The trip began well, but on 
the sixth night, Steven was 
sleeping when he heard 
a huge crash, and tons of 
water entered the cabin. 
He managed to inflate his 
life raft and escape with his 
sleeping bag, some food and 
water, and an emergency 
kit. Luckily, he also had a 
spear gun for survival, which 
he had just bought in the 
Canary Islands.
For the next 76 days, 
Steven drifted in his raft. He 
was able to drink enough 
water to stay alive, but he 
still felt thirsty all the time. 

Unfortunately, his food 
supplies quickly ran out, but 
fish were attracted to his 
raft, and Steven was able to 
kill them with his spear gun. 
One of the worst moments 
was when he made a hole 
in his raft while he was 
catching a fish. It took him a 
week to find a way to repair 
the damage.
Finally, on April 20, he saw 
lights on the horizon and 
realized he was near an 
island. However, the waves 
were high, and Steven began 
to worry that this part of 
the trip could be the most 
dangerous of all. Luckily, a 
fisherman picked him up and 
brought him to safety. He 
later wrote a book about his 
adventure, called Adrift: 76 
days Lost at Sea, which was 
an international best seller.

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Reading Comprehension section, you will read 
various academic and non-academic texts and answer 
questions about them. The academic texts may include 
a narrative (story), an opinion essay, or a text about an 
academic subject. For each question, choose the best 
answer A, B, C, or D.

NOW YOUR TURN

2 Do the Task. Read the story and answer the 
questions.  

3  In pairs, compare your answers. Together, explain 
why the other choices are wrong. In question 3, show 
where the three true answers appear in the text.
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1 What would be the best title for the story?
A Lost at sea for 76 days
B The Caribbean is a dangerous place
C The worst fisherman in the world
D Fish for tea

2 Why does the author think Steve was lucky to 
have the spear gun?
A Spear guns are hard to find.
B He used it to catch fish, which helped keep him alive. 
C People aren’t usually allowed to have spear guns. 
D  He used it to protect himself when he was out at sea.

3 Which of these things did NOT happen while he 
was at sea?
A He damaged and then repaired his own raft.
B He had water to drink.
C He caught and ate fish.
D He wrote a book about his trip. 

4 In line 30, the word them refers to  _____ .
A the raft C the fish
B his food D the supplies

Standard 
Comprehensive

 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

WRITING              Writing a story from a title

Look again at page 122 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

• Your teacher has asked you to write a story.
• This is the title of your story:
When I was ten
Write your story in about 100 words.
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Workbook 
The Workbook provides practice of all the Student’s Book material for students to do 
at home or in class. Every lesson in the Student’s Book has a corresponding page of 
Workbook practice, on the same page number, for easy reference. 

End-of-Unit Reviews

● Students revise grammar and vocabulary from each unit 
through a fun crossword and an error correction exercise. 

● This page also contains I CAN statements which assess 
students’ progress through the Common European 
Framework.

Writing Reference

● The Writing Reference contains all the model texts from 
the Student’s Book Writing lessons, with a number of key 
aspects of the text highlighted and explained, for students 
to refer to as they write their own texts. 

Starter lessons

● The grammar and vocabulary 
from each Starter lesson are 
consolidated in the Workbook 
Starter pages. 

Units 1–9

● Every language and skills 
area from the Student’s Book 
including the exams sections, 
has a corresponding Workbook 
page, which gives further 
practice of the language or skill 
in question. 

● Student’s audio is provided 
for Listening and Interaction 
lessons, for students to continue 
developing the listening skill 
at home. Students access the audio 
material to listen or download on  
the website. 

● Each unit contains a Webquest, 
where students can find out 
more about topics featured in the 
Student’s Book units online.

Three-Unit Reviews

● The grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units is 
pulled together in a number of 
activities that provide intensive 
language revision.

Video

● Students watch a new video 
related to a cultural aspect of the 
country featured in the Student’s 
Book Video section. They 
follow up by researching more 
interesting aspects of the topic 
to share with their classmates. 

 Word Zone Extra: 
Consolidation and 
extension of Word 
Zone in the 
Student’s Book

1  Want To Know More?:  
A vocabulary extension 
section with a new set 
of vocabulary, related to 
the Student’s Book set, 
appearing twice per unit 

2

1
VOCABULARY         The senses

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Adjectives connected to the senses

6 Complete the mind map with the words in the box.

feel     hear     hearing     listen     look     see     sight     
smell (x2)     sound     taste (x2)     touch (x2)     watch

noun noun noun

noun

verb

noun

verb

verbverb verb

The senses

7 Complete the comments with some of the words in 
exercise 6. Use the correct form of the verbs.

I love the aroma of fresh coffee. I think it 1   
delicious. However, I never drink coffee because I don’t  
like the 2   . I think it 3 
  bitter!

My grandparents’ 4   is very bad, so 
you have to speak very loudly to them. They turn up the 
volume when they 5   to the radio  
or 6   TV. Their neighbours can  
7   everything!

The first thing I 8   when I open my 
eyes in the morning is my cat Jess. She’s black and white 
and she 9   very soft.

I hate snakes, so the 10   of a giant 
python is very frightening. Fortunately, on our trip to the 
zoo, we could only 11   at it. A large 
sign said, ‘Do not 12   the snake!’

8 Match words 1–7 with definitions A-G. Use a dictionary if 
you need to.

1 tasty A having little or no flavour
2 smelly B  unable to see things that are 

close to you
3 touchy C well-chosen and attractive
4 tasteless D easily upset about something
5 short-sighted E having a good flavour
6 tasteful F  unable to see things that aren’t 

close to you
7 long-sighted G having a bad smell

1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _

9 Complete the dialogue with five of the words in exercise 8.

Gina: What’s that? It’s really 
1   .
Paula: Come into the kitchen 
and look!
Gina: No, I don’t want to and I  
can’t see it from here because I’m 
2   
and I haven’t got my glasses. 
What is it?
Paula: It’s our lunch.
Gina: Ugh! I’m not going to eat that.
Paula: Don’t be so rude, Gina! It’s my tuna fish sandwich 
and it’ll be nice and 3   .
Gina: No, it won’t. I’d rather have salad 
sandwiches even though sometimes they are a bit 
4   . By the way, is your 
dress new?
Paula: Yes, it is.
Gina: I like it. It’s very 5   !
Paula: Thanks, Gina.

10 Answer the questions with full sentences. Use some of 
the words in exercise 8.

1 What’s your favourite meal? Why?  
  

  

2 What’s your least favourite meal? Why?  
  

  

3 What do you get touchy about? Why?
  

  

4 Who do you know that has problems with their sight? 
What problems?

  

  

9
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1 True stories

1 Read the text. What is it about?

A A farmer’s life B Irish holidays
C A special pet D Dogs in Ireland

2 Read the text again. The paragraphs are in the wrong 
order. What is the correct order? Write 1–4 for A–D.

A  _

Every morning we walked across a field to the nearby 
farm to buy fresh milk. It tasted much nicer than 
milk from a supermarket. However, one day, we 
bought something other than milk. It was a beautiful 
10-week-old puppy called Jester.

B  _

Three years ago my family and I spent our summer 
holiday on the west coast of Ireland. We stayed in a 
small cottage on the top of a cliff. Fortunately, the 
weather was fantastic and we spent a lot of time on 
the beach. At night, I loved listening to the sound of 
the sea while I was going to sleep. 

C  _

This year, we returned to the cottage in Ireland 
with Jester. When we got out of the car, Jester was 
sniffing around happily. Miraculously, he immediately 
found the field and ran straight across it to the farm. 
Obviously, he could remember the way!

D  _

We felt really excited bringing Jester back home to 
England. Strangely, within two weeks, he started 
running into things. Very soon we realized he was 
blind. He couldn’t see us anymore. We all decided 
that it wasn’t a problem and, thankfully, we kept him.

Amazing Jester  
by Patrick Farrell

3 Read the text again and circle T (true) or F (false).

1 Patrick’s family didn’t live in Ireland. T / F
2 The holiday cottage was near the sea. T / F
3 Patrick liked the milk from the farm. T / F
4 The farmer gave Patrick’s family a dog. T / F
5 Jester was blind when he was born. T / F
6 Patrick’s family wanted to sell Jester. T / F
7 Jester went back to Ireland with the Farrells. T / F
8 Jester didn’t recognize his original home. T / F

More attitude adverbs

4 Complete the sentences with the 
appropriate adverb forms of the adjectives 
in brackets. Find the adverbs in the text to 
check your spelling.

1 (obvious)   , it isn’t easy 
having a blind dog. 

2 (fortunate)   , the Farrells 
were animal lovers. 

3 (strange)   , people didn’t 
realize that Jester was blind. 

4 (thankful)   , they were 
kind to Jester. 

5 (miraculous)   , Jester 
stopped running into things. 

WORD
ZONE

EX
TR

A
5 Write true sentences for you. Use the attitude adverbs 

in exercise 4.

1  

  

2  

  

3  

  

4  

  

5  

  

8

READING
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7	 Read the text and choose the correct words.

A month ago I 1 ... 
my cousins. I can’t 
remember exactly 
where they live, 
but it’s 2 ... near 
Manchester, in the 
north of England. 
There’s a theatre 
in the city called the Royal Exchange and it’s the most 
unusual theatre I 3 ... . It’s a modern structure inside the 
historic Cotton Exchange. Manchester 4 ... famous for its 
cotton in Victorian times, and people used to sell cotton 
in that building. However, it hasn’t been used like that 
5 ... 1968. 

I went to see a play at the Royal Exchange while I 6 ... near 
Manchester and I really enjoyed it. The stage is circular, 
so 7 ... sits around it. You’re a lot closer to the actors 8 ... in 
a normal theatre so it’s much 9 ... . At one point, the main 
character 10 ... right in front of me. I wanted to touch his 
arm, but I didn’t!

1

A  visited B  ’ve visited C  used to visit
2

A  something B  someone C  somewhere
3

A  ever see B  ’ve seen ever C  ’ve ever seen
4

A  is B  was C  has been
5

A  for B  since C  ago
6

A  used to stay B  ’ve stayed C  was staying
7 

A  everyone B  everything C  everywhere
8 

A  than B  as C  like
9

A  exciting B  more exciting C  the most exciting
10

A  stood B  used to stand C  has stood

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1	 Read the introduction and the questions in NOW WATCH.

Introduction
Scotland’s Highland Games are one of the oldest sporting 
events in the world, and have had significant influence on 
more famous international sporting events.

NOW WATCH        

2	 Answer the questions.

1 What sports are Andy Murray, Chris Hoy and Jackie 
Stewart associated with?
 

2 What sports started in Scotland?
 

3 What two events are similar to events in the Olympic 
Games?
 

4 What do competitors have to do in the caber toss?
 

FOLLOW UP        

3	 Go online and find out about the Highland Games. Write 
an interesting fact to share with your class.

Did you know that...?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Highland gamesVideoVideo
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Review Units 1–3

1	 Reorder the letters and write the words. Use the clues 
to help you.

1 part of your body between your shoulder and your wrist
 (b l o w e)  
2 you wear these on your hands
 (v s o l e g)  
3 you put your clothes in this in your bedroom
 (d w r a b e r o)  
4 you wear these on your feet to do sport
 (r i t a n r s e)  
5 part of your body that you use to taste things
 (g o n u t e)  
6 you put food in this to keep it cold
 (d i g f e r)  

2	 Write the words under the correct headings.

cardboard     climate     conservatory     cotton     
ecosystem     finger     hall     palm     plastic     
rainforest     sight     study     taste     thumb     touch

1 Materials: 
         

2 The senses: 
         

3 Parts of a home: 
         

4 Parts of your hand: 
         

5 Environment: 
         

3	 Complete the text with the words in the box.

drought     flood     garden     see     terraced house     wood

We live in a 1   with a river 
at the bottom of our 2   . 
We had a 3   last 
summer – it didn’t rain for weeks and weeks. However, 
now we’re having the wettest autumn ever. I can 
4   the river from my 
bedroom and it’s getting higher and higher. If it gets much 
higher, there’ll be a 5   . 
We’ve already moved some of our things upstairs, like 
furniture that’s made of 6   , 
in case the water comes into our house.

4	 Complete the sentences with the past simple or the past 
continuous of the verb in brackets.

1 James   (run) along the road 
when he sprained his ankle.

2 I was surfing the internet when I 
  (get) your email.

3 My sister lost her bag while she 
  (travel) round Europe.

4   (you / sleep) at two o’clock 
this morning?

5 It   (not snow) when I woke up 
this morning.

6 Someone   (sit) in our seats 
when we got on the train.

5	 Rewrite the sentences so that they mean the same.  
Use the present perfect of the verb in brackets and for 
or since.

1 Mr Jones started working here six months ago. (work) 
 Mr Jones has worked here for six months.
2 Jack met Ana four years ago. (know) 
 Jack   .
3 We moved into this house last summer. (live) 
 We   .
4 I bought these earrings two months ago. (have) 
 I   .
5 Bella started learning the violin when she was seven. (play)
 Bella   .
6 They stopped eating meat ages ago. (not eat) 
 They   .
7 It last rained in September. (not rain) 
 It   .

6	 Circle the correct words.

 1 Pete use / used to live in Australia when he was young.
 2 I’ve looked everywhere / nowhere, but I can’t find my 

purse.
 3 Have / Did you ever donated blood? 
 4 They haven’t finished / didn’t finish the book yet.
 5 We didn’t know someone / anyone at the party.
 6 Our school is bigger as / than theirs.
 7 ‘You look well.’ ‘I’ve just been / just been on holiday.’
 8 We didn’t use / used to eat sushi, but we do now.
 9 You can go in. The play hasn’t started already / yet.
 10 You aren’t as old as / like Katy. 

38
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WORKBOOK

End-of-Unit Reviews

● Students revise grammar and vocabulary from each unit 
through a fun crossword and an error correction exercise. 

● This page also contains I CAN statements which assess 
students’ progress through the Common European 
Framework.

 

Review Unit 1

Across
 1 Your … connects your arm to your torso. (8)
 4 I put on a jumper so I wouldn’t ... cold. (4)
 5 I didn’t use ... listen to heavy metal. (2)
 7 Your ... protect your eyes  from dust. (9)
 9 ... you visit your grandparents last weekend? (3)
 10 He can’t hear very well but he can read ... . (4)

Down
 2 We ... to live in the country but we moved house last year. (4)
 3 If you raise your ... it usually means surprise. (8)
 4 Dad put his hand on Daniel’s ... to see if he had a fever. (8)
 5 I burnt my ... so now I can’t really taste anything. (6)
 6 Did you ... that film on TV last night? (3)
 8 Your ... connects your leg to your torso. (3)

Reading

 I can understand an article about a family reunion.
  I can understand an article about echo location for blind 
people.

Vocabulary

 I can talk about senses.
 I can talk about parts of the body.

Grammar

  I can use and differentiate between the past simple and 
continuous.
 I can use used to to talk about past habits and old routines.

Listening

 I can understand people talking about their first memories.

Interaction 

 I can understand somebody telling an anecdote.
 I can tell and respond appropriately to anecdotes.

Challenge

 I can talk about changes.

Writing

 I can use sequencing words and expressions.
 I can write a story.

1 I like looking sci-fi films.
 I like watching sci-fi films.
2 Did you went to school there?

 
3 When I woke up I saw that it rained.

 
4 Was you sleeping when I called you?

 
5 It tastes as sugar but it isn’t.

 
6 These shoes are too small – there’s no room for my fingers.

 
7 Now I used to play football every day.

 
8 She didn’t used to be so talkative.

 

CROSSWORD

I CAN... ERROR CORRECTION

1  
    s h o

2  
    u l d

3  
    e r

4 5

6

7 8

9 10

104
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

WRITING              Writing a story from a title

Look again at page 122 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

• Your teacher has asked you to write a story.
• This is the title of your story:
When I was ten
Write your story in about 100 words.
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A story

Writing Reference Unit 1

Last summer, I was camping with my 
parents on the north coast of Spain. 

It was the second day of our holiday and 
I was sitting outside our tent playing 
on my phone. But things were about to 
change. First, I heard a loud noise. It 
sounded like a large animal. I ignored 
it. Next, I smelt a strange smell. Then 
I saw a bright orange light. After that, 
my neck and my shoulders started to feel 
very hot. Suddenly, I realized what was 
happening: it was a forest fire and the 
trees were burning all around us.

We were absolutely terrified and we ran 
to the beach. While we were waiting 
patiently with all the other people from 
the campsite, planes dropped water on the 
burning forest. Finally, after hours and 
hours, we went back to our tent but we 
couldn’t stay on the campsite because it 
was too dangerous. Luckily, we were able 
to spend the night at a nearby school. 

In the end, we had to go back home to 
England the next day. We were relieved 
and grateful to be alive.

My lucky escape
by Ben Thomson

Tips for writing English
We use capital letters for specific geographical, political or cultural entities, e.g.

We went to Northern Ireland.
We saw a fantastic show in London’s West End.

BUT
We don’t use capital letters for general areas and directions, e.g. 

the north-east coast of Spain
Then we drove south to the beach.

We usually use a comma after the sequence words first, next, after that, finally and in the 
end, but we don’t usually use a comma after then, e.g.

First, I heard a noise.
Next, I got out of bed.
Then I put on my glasses.
After that, I looked out of the window.
Finally, I realized that there was someone at the door.

Use in the end to describe the 
conclusion of the story. It suggests 
that a lot of difficult things have 
happened before this.

Use the past continuous to talk 
about activities in progress in the 
past.

Use first to introduce the first event 
in your story.

Use next or then to introduce a 
subsequent event in your story.

Use attitude adverbs to add drama 
to the story.

Use finally to introduce the last in a 
series of events.

Describe your senses to add drama 
to the story. Use verbs like feel, hear, 
see, smell, sound, taste, etc.

 When you write a story, always 
use sequencing words and 
expressions so the reader knows the 
order of events.

Use after that to introduce an event 
that happened after an earlier one.

Use when or while to connect past 
actions. We usually use when before 
the past simple and while before 
the past continuous.

Use the past continuous to set the 
scene at the beginning of the story.

Use the past simple to talk about 
finished actions in the past.

113
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Vocabulary Bank

140

UNIT 1

ankle

cheek

elbow

eyebrows

eyelashes

feel

finger

forehead

hear

hearing

heel

hip

knee

lips

listen

look

neck

palm

see

shoulder

sight

smell

sound

taste

teeth

thumb

toe

tongue

touch

waist

watch

wrist

UNIT 2

apartment block (USA) 

balcony    

basin 

bath  

belt  

block of flats (UK)

boots  

bracelet  

bungalow  

cardigan  

coat 

coffee table  

conservatory      

cooker 

cottage  

detached house

dishwasher  

dress  

earring  

fridge  

garage     

garden (UK) / yard (USA)  

gloves 

hall     

hat

hoodie  

jeans  

leggings   

microwave 

necklace  

oven  

ring  

sandals  

scarf  

shirt  

shoes  

shorts  

shower  

sink  

skirt  

slippers  

socks  

sofa  

stairs 

study 

sunglasses 

sweater  

swimsuit  

terrace    

terraced house  

tie

trainers 

trousers  

T-shirt  

utility room

wardrobe  

washing  machine 

watch  
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Writing Reference

● The Writing Reference contains all the model texts from 
the Student’s Book Writing lessons, with a number of key 
aspects of the text highlighted and explained, for students 
to refer to as they write their own texts. 

Exams

● The Exams sections help your students to prepare for 
Cambridge  or TOEFL exams.

● Each Exams lessons in the Student’s Book has a 
corresponding page in the Workbook.

● Each page 
gives further 
practice of 
the exams 
tasks 
and skills 
developed in 
the Student’s 
Book unit.

Vocabulary Bank

● The Vocabulary Bank is a convenient unit-by-unit reference 
with all the key items from the Vocabulary sections in the 
main Student’s Book units. 

1
VOCABULARY         The senses

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Adjectives connected to the senses

6 Complete the mind map with the words in the box.

feel     hear     hearing     listen     look     see     sight     
smell (x2)     sound     taste (x2)     touch (x2)     watch

noun noun noun

noun

verb

noun

verb

verbverb verb

The senses

7 Complete the comments with some of the words in 
exercise 6. Use the correct form of the verbs.

I love the aroma of fresh coffee. I think it 1   
delicious. However, I never drink coffee because I don’t  
like the 2   . I think it 3 
  bitter!

My grandparents’ 4   is very bad, so 
you have to speak very loudly to them. They turn up the 
volume when they 5   to the radio  
or 6   TV. Their neighbours can  
7   everything!

The first thing I 8   when I open my 
eyes in the morning is my cat Jess. She’s black and white 
and she 9   very soft.

I hate snakes, so the 10   of a giant 
python is very frightening. Fortunately, on our trip to the 
zoo, we could only 11   at it. A large 
sign said, ‘Do not 12   the snake!’

8 Match words 1–7 with definitions A-G. Use a dictionary if 
you need to.

1 tasty A having little or no flavour
2 smelly B  unable to see things that are 

close to you
3 touchy C well-chosen and attractive
4 tasteless D easily upset about something
5 short-sighted E having a good flavour
6 tasteful F  unable to see things that aren’t 

close to you
7 long-sighted G having a bad smell

1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7 _

9 Complete the dialogue with five of the words in exercise 8.

Gina: What’s that? It’s really 
1   .
Paula: Come into the kitchen 
and look!
Gina: No, I don’t want to and I  
can’t see it from here because I’m 
2   
and I haven’t got my glasses. 
What is it?
Paula: It’s our lunch.
Gina: Ugh! I’m not going to eat that.
Paula: Don’t be so rude, Gina! It’s my tuna fish sandwich 
and it’ll be nice and 3   .
Gina: No, it won’t. I’d rather have salad 
sandwiches even though sometimes they are a bit 
4   . By the way, is your 
dress new?
Paula: Yes, it is.
Gina: I like it. It’s very 5   !
Paula: Thanks, Gina.

10 Answer the questions with full sentences. Use some of 
the words in exercise 8.

1 What’s your favourite meal? Why?  
  

  

2 What’s your least favourite meal? Why?  
  

  

3 What do you get touchy about? Why?
  

  

4 Who do you know that has problems with their sight? 
What problems?

  

  

9
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7	 Read the text and choose the correct words.

A month ago I 1 ... 
my cousins. I can’t 
remember exactly 
where they live, 
but it’s 2 ... near 
Manchester, in the 
north of England. 
There’s a theatre 
in the city called the Royal Exchange and it’s the most 
unusual theatre I 3 ... . It’s a modern structure inside the 
historic Cotton Exchange. Manchester 4 ... famous for its 
cotton in Victorian times, and people used to sell cotton 
in that building. However, it hasn’t been used like that 
5 ... 1968. 

I went to see a play at the Royal Exchange while I 6 ... near 
Manchester and I really enjoyed it. The stage is circular, 
so 7 ... sits around it. You’re a lot closer to the actors 8 ... in 
a normal theatre so it’s much 9 ... . At one point, the main 
character 10 ... right in front of me. I wanted to touch his 
arm, but I didn’t!

1

A  visited B  ’ve visited C  used to visit
2

A  something B  someone C  somewhere
3

A  ever see B  ’ve seen ever C  ’ve ever seen
4

A  is B  was C  has been
5

A  for B  since C  ago
6

A  used to stay B  ’ve stayed C  was staying
7 

A  everyone B  everything C  everywhere
8 

A  than B  as C  like
9

A  exciting B  more exciting C  the most exciting
10

A  stood B  used to stand C  has stood

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1	 Read the introduction and the questions in NOW WATCH.

Introduction
Scotland’s Highland Games are one of the oldest sporting 
events in the world, and have had significant influence on 
more famous international sporting events.

NOW WATCH        

2	 Answer the questions.

1 What sports are Andy Murray, Chris Hoy and Jackie 
Stewart associated with?
 

2 What sports started in Scotland?
 

3 What two events are similar to events in the Olympic 
Games?
 

4 What do competitors have to do in the caber toss?
 

FOLLOW UP        

3	 Go online and find out about the Highland Games. Write 
an interesting fact to share with your class.

Did you know that...?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Highland gamesVideoVideo
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Teacher’s Book 

 All transcripts from  
the Student’s Book 

4

 Flagging up of  
Exam-style activities

3

This Teacher’s Book is a complete resource for planning your lessons and teaching your classes. It contains: The Teacher’s Resource Book contains photocopiable worksheets to supplement  
the material in each Student’s Book unit and support students’ learning. 

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains the following sections:

Full audio is available to download on the website. It is organised in the following way: 

● Student’s Book Audio 1: Units 1–3 + Review Units 1–3

● Student’s Book Audio 2: Units 4–6 + Review Units 4–6

● Student’s Book Audio 3: Units 7–9 + Review Units 7–9, End-of-Unit Reviews

● Student’s Book Audio 4: Prepare for Exams, Stories, Pronunciation

● Workbook Audio

● Teacher’s Resource Book Audio

 

1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Support

 

Photocopiable © Richmond Publishing S.A. de C.V., 2015

1 Match two boxes each time to make the five senses. 
Then write them.

 hear  sig  tou  ste  ht    

  ing  ll  ta  ch  sme

sight

 

 

 

 

2 Complete the table with the five senses in exercise 1 
and the verbs below.

feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     
sound     taste     touch     watch

  
1 2 3 4 5

hear

3 Choose the correct answer.

1 Did you  hear /see the thunder? It was very loud!
2 Look! Can you see / hear the rainbow?
3 Mum bought me some perfume. It tastes / smells great!
4 I love the feel / taste of sweet food!
5 My baby sister’s hands touch / feel really soft.
6 Please speak louder. I can’t hear / sound you.

4 Complete the parts of the body.

1 fo r  e h e a d 5 t _ _ _ h
2 t _ _ gu _ 6 l _ _ s
3 c _ _ _ k 7 e _ _ l _ s _ es
4 ey _ b _ _ _ s 8 n _ c _

5 Match the parts of the body in exercise 4 with the picture.

1 forehead 5  

2   6  

3   7  

4   8  

6 Circle the odd word out and explain why.

1 thumb / finger / hip
Because it isn’t a part of the hand.

2 waist / hip / neck

  

3 heel / finger / toe

  

4 shoulder / knee / elbow

  

5 wrist / teeth / lips

  

6 palm / ankle / heel

  

 _  _     _ _

THE SENSES PARTS OF THE BODY

1

3

5

2

4

7

6

8

12 UNIT 1 VOCABULARY WORKSHEET Support
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 Ideas for Warmers 
to focus students 
on the lesson ahead

8

 Reproductions of every 
Student’s Book page

1
 Guidance and 

answers for all the 
activities in the 
Student’s Book

5

 Ideas for Extra 
Activities to further 
exploit the topics

2

 Teaching Tips 6

 Clear signposting 
to supplementary 
support material 
for continuous 
assessment 

7

 All answers and 
transcripts from the 
Workbook

9

GRAMMAR OPTIONS
● The grammar box gives a summary of the grammar areas that 

students will practise on this page.
● The grammar is presented in a complete grammar reference 

on page 114.
●  Visual grammar presentation

Warmer
Tell students that they are going to mime an action that they 
were doing at a particular time. Write on the board At … on 
Saturday. Model the activity by writing midnight in the gap, and 
miming ‘sleeping’. When you have elicited You were sleeping, 
rub out the time. Ask a student to come to the front. Get them to 
write their chosen time and perform their mime. The first person 
to get the right answer goes next.

1 Tell students to think about the part of speech (preposition, 
pronoun, etc.) which comes after each gap. 

Answers

2  didn’t study 3 bought 4 didn’t eat / didn’t have 5 listened 
6  spent

2   1.9  Elicit the infinitive of the verbs listed, and check 
pronunciation. Remind them that they need to consider the 
infinitive to decide how to pronounce the past simple ending.

Answers

/t/ /d/ /id/
fixed opened needed
missed played started
washed travelled wanted
 tried

Teaching tip
It is a good idea to check pronunciation of -ed endings whenever 
possible, as this can be problematic for many students. 

Extra activity
Explain that each student will in turn call out an infinitive, and 
will nominate a student to say the past simple ending. If the 
pronunciation is correct, the nominated student can sit down. 
Both regular and irregular past simple forms can be practised. 

3 Point out that in the first sentence (What ... you ... yesterday 
evening?), either tense could be used. However, the second sentence 
(I called you but you weren’t at home) provides a context that makes 
it clear which tense is more suitable.

Answers

1  were ... doing 2 were visiting 3 had 4 happened    
5  was walking 6 saw 7 was driving 8 was

4 Write the following sentences on the board: What did you do at six 
o’clock yesterday morning? and What were you doing at six o’clock 
yesterday morning? Ask them to explain the difference (past simple 
= an action that happened at 6 o’clock; past continuous = an action 
that started before 6 o’clock and continued). 

Answers Students’ own answers   

5 Read out the example and elicit which action started first (we were 
playing football). Point out that we usually use when before the 
past simple, and when or while before the past continuous.

Answers

2  when/while he was running for the bus. 
3 when she bit her tongue.
4  when/while he was doing his homework. 
5 when he burned his hand. 
6 when/while she was writing her blog.

6 Tell students to read the text silently. Ask them which tense the 
first verb should be in and why (past continuous, to provide the 
background to the story).

Answers

1  was cycling 2 was shining 3 were singing 4 noticed   
5  was going 6 heard 7 decided 8 went 9 stopped   
10 was standing

7 Groups of students could compete to create the most imaginative 
ending, with the best ones written on the board. Refer them to the 
real ending on p.123.

Continuous assessment
Teacher’s Resource Book 
Grammar Support Worksheet: page 36, exercises 1–4
Grammar Consolidation Worksheet: page 37, exercises 1–4

36 37

Unit 1 GrAmmAr

              Past simple & past continuous | while & when

1

Saroo was a five-year-old boy. 

His family lived in a small village. 

He didn’t go to school.

Did they have a TV?

He was cleaning a train.

Saroo and his brother weren’t working in a shop.

Was it snowing?

They were putting up the tent when it started to rain. 

I got a text message while I was watching a film.
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Grammar reference page 113

1 

PRONUNCIATION -ed endings 
2 

More practice? page 147

3 

4 

I was doing my homework because 
I forgot to do it the night before.

What were you doing at six 
o’clock yesterday morning?

5 

 We were playing football when a dog ran onto the pitch.

6 

7 

FAST FINISHERS 
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3 Have students write full sentences, where possible. Elicit the 
answers and ask students to tell you which words helped them.

Answers

1  False. He is blind.
2  False. He uses the same system as bats in order to ‘see’.
3  True.
4  False. He became blind when he was a baby.
5  True.
6  False. When he echolocates, only the visual part of his brain lights up.

4 Point out they should not simply scan the text for the relevant 
words as they may be referred to in other ways, e.g. it, this, he / she.

Answers Students’ own answers   

5 Tell students that they should avoid including information that 
they have already written in their notes in exercise 4. 

Answers Students’ own answers   

Teaching tip 
Learning how to summarize is a useful skill for students, and 
can be practised in any text. A good technique is to underline the 
main points, and then decide how that information is related. 
The structure of the summary is based on this.

6 Advise students to look back at their notes in exercises 4 and 5 and 
consider how the information could be combined. They should not 
aim to simply recreate their notes.  

Answers Students’ own answers   

7 Point out that like used in this sense doesn’t change. In Word Zone, 
it means ‘in the same way as’, but that when it follows verbs such as 
be or become it means ‘similar to’, e.g. Hearing becomes like seeing. 

Answers

So Daniel can identify buildings, cars and even trees, just like a seeing 
person. (paragraph 1)
Hearing becomes like seeing. (paragraph 2)
Now he does risky things, like riding a mountain bike on mountain 
trails. (final paragraph)

8 Check understanding of artist’s canvas. Read the  example and ask 
which meaning of like is used in the quotes. 

Answers

Life is like the sea. It can be calm or stormy. But it’s always beautiful.
Life is like an artist’s canvas. Every day you add a different colour.
Life is like a book. Every page has a new adventure.
Life is like a mirror. If you smile, it smiles back.
Life is like riding a bike. To stay on, you have to keep moving.
Students’ own answers

9 Tell students that their vote should be based on the truth and 
originality of the quotes.

Answers Students’ own answers   

Unit 1 ReAding and VocAbulARy
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Warmer
Divide the class into two and allocate each a half of the alphabet 
(A-M and N-Z). Put each half into small groups, and, with 
books closed, ask them to list as many parts of the body as they 
can beginning with their allocated section of the alphabet. A 
representative from each team shouts out their word(s), and if a 
student from the other half can add to the list, they get a point. 
The winner is the group which has collected most points. 

10 Have students cover the page directly underneath the first two 
photos, so that the vocabulary in the word pools is hidden. They 
should do the same for the second two photos. 

Answers Students’ own answers   

11   1.13  Have students give their answers chorally, and check their 
pronunciation.

Answers

1  eyebrow 2 forehead 3 eyelashes 4 cheek 5 lips 6 tongue 
7  teeth 8 neck 9 shoulder 10 elbow 11 hip 12 knee    
13 waist 14 thumb 15 wrist 16 palm 17 finger 18 toe    
19 ankle 20 heel 

12  1.14  Transcripts page 52   Tell students that they will be asked 
to do a series of actions involving parts of their body, and ask them 
to stand up, ideally in a circle. If necessary, give them a minute to 
revise the vocabulary first.

13 Ask students what ‘body language’ means, and why we use it. Ask 
some of the more expressive students to give examples. When 
students use past participle forms such as ‘frightened’, check for 
correct pronunciation.

Answers Students’ own answers   

Continuous assessment
Teacher’s Resource Book 
Vocabulary Support Worksheet: page 12, exercises 4–6
Vocabulary Consolidation Worksheet: page 13, exercises 4–6

VOCABULARY         Parts of the body

1

3 

4 

5 

Daniel Kish is a blind man from America. He created a new way 
for blind people to ‘see’.

6 

7 

like
WORD
ZONE

8 

LIFE QUOTES

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
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  1.14  Students book page 13, exercise 12

OK, now I want you to listen carefully and follow my instructions. 
Touch your right elbow with your left hand.
Touch your forehead. 
Cross your arms.
Put your hands on your hips. 
Touch your toes.
Put your hands on your shoulders.
Close your eyes. 
Cover your ears with your hands. 
Lift your left foot. 
Raise your eyebrows. 
Touch your palm with your finger.
Touch your eyelashes with your thumb.

  1.16  Student’s Book page 16, exercises 4–5 

C = Charlie, L = Lauren

C Hey, Lauren! It’s great to see you!
L Hi, Charlie. How are things?
C Cool. How was your summer?
L My summer? It was really exciting. I had an incredible 

experience!
C Really, what happened?
L Well, a few weeks ago we went on holiday to Scotland. You know 

my dad loves sailing?
C Yeah...
L Well, one day we went sailing off the Scottish coast. We wanted 

to explore the islands. There are loads of them off the west coast. 
And it was a beautiful sunny day. So we set sail, just Dad, me and 
my brother Leo. He’s a good sailor, too. We were sailing for about 
three hours and then the weather changed. The sky grew dark 
and it got really windy. The waves were incredibly high.

C  What did you do?
L My dad tried to get to one of the islands. But the sea was too 

rough – it was dangerous to get too near the coast. 
C Sounds terrifying!
L Yeah, I was really scared. We tried to sail back to the mainland 

– but that was a long way away. And then we heard a horrible 
noise. 

C  What was it?
L The mast snapped. It just broke in the wind! And the sail came 

down! So we couldn’t control the boat! We were just going up 
and down in the water.

C What happened next?
L Well, luckily, another boat was sailing near us. The crew saw we 

were in trouble and they came to help us. And we were all OK in 
the end!

C That’s amazing!
L  So what did you do in the summer holidays?
C   Nothing exciting like that!

  1.10  Student’s Book page 11, exercises 3, 4 and 5

M = Megan, F = Fred, L = Lily, D = David, I = Isabella

1
M  Hi, Fred. Listen. I’m doing a school project about people’s earliest 

memories. Can I ask what yours is?
F Sure, Megan. Well, I think I was about two or three. I was in my 

bedroom, a small room, nice and cosy but with a big window. The 
walls were blue and there was a warm pink carpet. I was sitting 
on the floor, playing with my toy soldiers, when I heard a buzzing 
noise. I looked around and then I saw it. A big fat bee! It was 
brown and yellow and buzzing round the room. I thought it was 
an amazing new toy. And er... I tried to catch it.

M Bad idea.
F Very bad! Because it stung me on the arm. I screamed and started 

crying. It really, really hurt. I erm... I never tried to play with bees 
again.

2
M  What’s your earliest memory, Lily?
L My earliest memory? Erm... I think... yeah... I was walking in the 

countryside. It was a sunny day. I was only about three or four 
and the grass seemed really high. My mum was holding my 
hand. I could smell all the flowers and hear birds singing. I felt so 
happy. And then I heard a kind of strange noise, like the sound of 
a cappuccino machine. I looked up and I saw this amazing hot air 
balloon. It was yellow, orange and black... and it was floating in 
the sky over my head. It was magical.

3
M   What was your first memory, David?
D   Well, I don’t know if this is my first memory... but, I remember this 

really well. I was in my dad’s garage. He was doing something to 
his car and I was running around, pretending to be a racing car. 
I was mad about Formula One. And er... I fell over. I hit my face 
on the side of the car and... I knocked out my two front teeth! 
It really hurt and I started crying. My parents took me straight 
to the dentist. The thing I remember best, though, is the gap 
between my teeth. I used to put my tongue in the gap. It felt so 
strange!

4
M  Isabella, what’s the earliest thing you can remember?
I Let’s see... erm... I think it was when I was about five or six. 

My parents took me to the zoo and I was sitting on my dad’s 
shoulders. And er... I was wearing a pink coat. So I think it was a 
cold day. And I remember I had a bucket of popcorn. I was eating 
popcorn and looking at all the animals when we stopped by the 
giraffes. And this giraffe... he leaned over the fence – you know, 
with his long neck and... He stuck out his tongue and he took my 
whole bucket of popcorn! I was so surprised – and then I just 
started laughing. It was the funniest thing ever!

Unit 1 TRANSCRIPTS Unit 1 WORKBOOK ANSWERS

5 1 Did you have
 2 were walking
 3 saw
 4 didn’t want 
 5 fell
 6 was watching
 7 woke
 8 was
 9 was Leo waiting
 10 phoned

6 Students’ own answers 

Workbook page 11

1 1 E 2 D 3 F 4 C 5 A 6 B

2 1 The story is about Marina’s sister and her sister’s husband, Frank.
 2 Frank is Marina’s brother-in-law.

3 1 NO 2 YES 3 NO 4 NO 5 YES 6 NO 7 YES 8 YES

4 1 Last month 2 Thailand 3 10 4 Small 5 Thai 6 1 hour

5 Students’ own answers 

Workbook page 12

1 The men are competing in a game of 5-a-side football.

2 1 1896 2 10,000 3 4,847 4 1944 5 5 6 1920

3 1 C 2 C 3 B 4 C 5 A 6 A 7 B 8 C

4 1 free 2 quiet 3 flat 4 blind     

5 1 as blind as a bat.
 2 as flat as a pancake.
 3 as free as a bird.
 4 as quiet as a mouse. 

Workbook page 13

6 1 FINGERS 2 EYEBROWS 3 WRIST 4 TEETH 5 THUMB
 6 NECK 7 WAIST 8 SHOULDER  
 Hidden word: FOREHEAD

7 1 tongue 2 cheek 3 palm 4 lips 5 toe 6 knee
 7 eyelashes 8 hip

8 Students’ own answers

10 1 waistcoat 2 earphones 3 lipstick 4 fingernails
 5  toothpick 6 wristband

11 1 waistcoat 2 lipstick 3 fingernails 4 wristbands
 5  earphones

12 Students’ own answers

Workbook page 14

1 1 didn’t use to
 2 used to have
 3 used to want
 4 used to
 5 didn’t use to
 6 didn’t use to

2 1 didn’t use to like sport
 2 used to eat meat
 3 didn’t use to speak Spanish
 4 used to travel by bus
 5 used to live in London
 6 used to have a desktop computer

3 1 used 2 use 3 use 4 used 5 use 6 use

Workbook page 8

1  C

2 1 B 2 A 3 D 4 C

3 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 F 5 F 6 F 7 T 8 F

4 1 Obviously 2 Fortunately 3 Strangely 4 Thankfully
 5 Miraculously

5 Students’ own answers

Workbook page 9

6 Mouth
 Noun: taste
 Verb: to taste
 Nose 
 Noun: smell
 Verb: to smell
 Ear
 Nouns: hearing, sound
 Verbs: to hear, to listen
 Eye
 Noun: sight
 Verbs: to look, to see, to watch
 Hand
 Noun: touch 
 Verb: to touch, to feel

7 1 smells 2 taste 3 tastes 4 hearing 5 listen 6 watch
 7 hear 8 see 9 feels 10 sight 11 look 12 touch

8 1 E 2 G 3 D 4 A 5 F 6 C 7 B

9 1 smelly 2 long-sighted 3 tasty 4 tasteless 5 tasteful

10 Students’ own answers 

Workbook page 10

1 1 didn’t go 2 left 3 went 4 heard 5 sounded
 6 didn’t know 7 said 8 replied

2 1 was standing
 2 was listening
 3 wasn’t imagining
 4 was making
 5 weren’t stealing
 6 were eating

3 1 Did Kate go to school yesterday? No, she didn’t because she  
 wasn’t feeling well.
2 What time did her parents leave home? Her parents left home at 

8am because they went to work.
3 Did she see any animals in the kitchen? Yes, she saw two cats in 

the kitchen. 
4 Was Kate reading a book in bed? Yes, she was reading a book in 

bed.
5 Were burglars stealing things from the kitchen? No, burglars 

weren’t stealing anything from the kitchen.
6 What were the cats eating? They were eating the food in her cat’s 

bowl. 

4 1 while he was travelling around India.
 2 when they lost the ball.
 3 while you were making dinner.
 4 when I left the house this morning. 
 5 while they were studying in London.
 6 when the teacher came in. 
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Vocabulary and Grammar Worksheets

● These worksheets provide extra practice of the key 
vocabulary and grammar from each Student’s Book unit. 

● They are available at two levels: Support for weaker 
students and Consolidation for average-level students.

Speaking Worksheets

● The Speaking Worksheets provide fun and varied speaking 
activities for all students.

Festivals

● These worksheets contain motivating texts and activities 
about festivals from throughout the English-speaking  
world for all students.
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TEACHER SUPPORTTeacher’s Resource Book 

Teacher’s Audio Material

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains photocopiable worksheets to supplement  
the material in each Student’s Book unit and support students’ learning. 

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains the following sections:

Full audio is available to download on the website. It is organised in the following way: 

● Student’s Book Audio 1: Units 1–3 + Review Units 1–3

● Student’s Book Audio 2: Units 4–6 + Review Units 4–6

● Student’s Book Audio 3: Units 7–9 + Review Units 7–9, End-of-Unit Reviews

● Student’s Book Audio 4: Prepare for Exams, Stories, Pronunciation

● Workbook Audio

● Teacher’s Resource Book Audio

 

1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Consolidation

Photocopiable © Richmond Publishing S.A. de C.V., 2015

1 Complete the puzzle with the words below.

feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     
sound     taste     touch     watch

1

2
r

3
u c

4 5 l

6 7 l

8
n

2 Complete the headings (1 – 5) with the five senses. Then 
complete the table with the verbs in exercise 1.

1 Hearing 2 T 3 S 4 S 5 T 

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of some 
of the verbs in exercise 2.

1 This soup tastes delicious! I’ll have more, please.
2 This perfume   very nice. I love it!
3 Martha’s hat   really soft.
4 Look! Can you   Tom and Jack in the 

park?
5 Please speak louder. I can’t   you. 
6 Did you   the new James Bond film  

at the weekend?

4 Cross out letters to reveal the words. Then write the words.

1 w a c r h i e i g e n k e l l cheek

2 e n p y e c b k r e t o w h s  

3 t o r a n h e a g u d e w  

4 p i s t a l e c m k d i  

5 t n e h o u n m g e b  

6 f i l t e n i g p e s r e k t  

7 t  e  e  n  t  e  o  c  e  k  g  u   

8 k e y a s n i s e k e t   

5 Look at the picture and write the parts of the body.

 1 eyebrows

 2  

 3  

 4  

 5  

 6  

 7  

 8  

 9  

 10  

1 3

5

2

47

9

6

8

10

6 Read the sentences and decide if they are true or false. 
Correct the false sentences.

1 You have got one eyelash.
False. You’ve got two eyelashes.

2 Your elbow is part of your arm.
 

3 You have got two foreheads.
 

4 You taste with your tongue.
 

5 You have got two thumbs.
 

6 Your heels are part of your feet.
 

7 You have got cheeks on your hands.
 

8 You hear with your hips.
 

THE SENSES PARTS OF THE BODY

13UNIT 1 VOCABULARY WORKSHEET Consolidation
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1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Support

 

Photocopiable © Richmond Publishing S.A. de C.V., 2015

1 Match two boxes each time to make the five senses. 
Then write them.

 hear  sig  tou  ste  ht    

  ing  ll  ta  ch  sme

sight

 

 

 

 

2 Complete the table with the five senses in exercise 1 
and the verbs below.

feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     
sound     taste     touch     watch

  
1 2 3 4 5

hear

3 Choose the correct answer.

1 Did you  hear /see the thunder? It was very loud!
2 Look! Can you see / hear the rainbow?
3 Mum bought me some perfume. It tastes / smells great!
4 I love the feel / taste of sweet food!
5 My baby sister’s hands touch / feel really soft.
6 Please speak louder. I can’t hear / sound you.

4 Complete the parts of the body.

1 fo r  e h e a d 5 t _ _ _ h
2 t _ _ gu _ 6 l _ _ s
3 c _ _ _ k 7 e _ _ l _ s _ es
4 ey _ b _ _ _ s 8 n _ c _

5 Match the parts of the body in exercise 4 with the picture.

1 forehead 5  

2   6  

3   7  

4   8  

6 Circle the odd word out and explain why.

1 thumb / finger / hip
Because it isn’t a part of the hand.

2 waist / hip / neck

  

3 heel / finger / toe

  

4 shoulder / knee / elbow

  

5 wrist / teeth / lips

  

6 palm / ankle / heel

  

 _  _     _ _

THE SENSES PARTS OF THE BODY
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8
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3 Choose the correct answer.

0 We were sailing around the coastline  when / while we 
  got / were getting caught in a storm.

1 I lived in Rome when / while I studied / was studying 
for my university degree. 

2 Shaun smelt something burning when / while he  
was walking / were walking past his neighbour’s house.

3 Isabella was cycling when / while her keys were falling / 
fell out of her pocket.

4 The internet connection stopped / was stopping working 
when / while I was downloading music.

5 Nathan played / was playing tennis when / while he was 
stung by a bee on his wrist.

5

4 Complete the sentences with the words below.

did (x4)     didn’t     to     use (x3)     used

0 My grandparents didn’t have MP3 players, so they used 
to listen to songs on the radio.

1 My brother didn’t   to eat vegetables 
when he was a child. He hated them.

2 A:   you use   work 
in the library?

 B: Yes I  , while I was studying at university.

3 A: Where   Max and Shelley 
  to live? 

 B: In Canada, I think.

4 A:   your brother hang out at Blue 
Shopping Centre?

 B: No, he  . He met his friends at the 
skate park.

5 I didn’t go to the cinema very often because I lived in a 
village and we didn’t   to have one.

5

5 Put the words in order to make questions. 

0 did / sport / which / use to / play / you / ?

Which sport did you use to play?

1 to school / you / use to / how / travel / did / ?

  

2 films / did / kind of / you / use to / watch / what / ?

  

3 did / the internet / use to / you / surf / a lot / ?

  

4 food / what / use to / like / type of / did / to eat / you / ?

  

5 your parents / live / use to / Edinburgh / in / did / ?

  

5

6 Rewrite the sentences using used to or didn’t used to.

0 I played the guitar a lot when I was younger.

I used to play the guitar when I was younger.

1 I was often nervous when I spoke in front of people.

  

  

2 My family didn’t have much money when I was growing up.

  

  

3 I was a waiter at a restaurant. 

  

  

4 I didn’t have any pets when I was a child.

  

  

5 We went camping a lot on our summer holidays.

  

  

5

Grammar total  30
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1 Test Consolidation
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1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs below.

feel     hear     listen     look     see     smell     
sound     taste     touch     watch

0 Those roses smell nice. They have just cut them from the 
bush.

1 Sorry, I didn’t   what you said. Could 
you repeat it?

2 I don’t like this soup. It doesn’t   nice. 
It’s too salty.

3 Your hair   great. Did you get a haircut?

4 Theo and I   Manchester United play 
every week.

5 I’ve washed the table twice, but I can still   
there is something sticky on it.

6   to those dogs barking outside. They’re 
making lots of noise.

7 Hey Matt! Can you   those two robbers 
running out of the bank? Call the police!

8 That new singer   like Katy Perry. It’s 
the same music style, isn’t it?

9 Don’t   the fence. I’ve just painted it 
and it’s still wet.

9

2 Choose the correct answer.

0 Howard wears … and knee pads when he goes 
skateboarding to protect himself.

 A shoulder  B elbow

1 My brother’s … go really red when he’s embarrassed.

 A cheeks B lips

2 Sometimes when I’m nervous before an exam at school 
my … get sweaty. 

 A thumbs B palms

3 As I get older, I get more wrinkles on my … .

 A eyebrows B forehead

4 When I eat really cold food like ice cream, I get pains in 
my … .

 A teeth B tongue

5 I like to click my … along to the beat when I’m listening to 
my favourite music.

 A fingers B toes

6 I wear my watch on my left … , but my best friend wears 
hers on her right.

 A ankle B wrist

6

Vocabulary total  15

GRAMMAR

1 Complete the conversation with the past simple form of 
the verbs in brackets.

Carl: Hi Jason. 0 Did you go (you / go) to the cinema last night?
Jason: No, I 1  . I wasn’t 
feeling very well, so I stayed at home. 
Carl: What 2   (you / do) 
instead?
Jason: I 3   (listen) to some 
music with my brother.
Carl: 4   (your brother / 
listen) to that new song by the Vaccines that I sent him?
Jason: Yes, he did. He 5   
(say) it sounded like his favourite band, the Strokes.
Carl: Oh, by the way, before I forget – 6   
(you / receive) my email? I 7   (send) 
you the Science homework.
Jason: Yes, I did. Thanks! I 8   
(complete) it at the weekend.
Carl: What 9   (you / think) 
of it?
Jason: It 10   (not be) too 
bad – it only took me an hour.

5

2 Complete Charlie’s dream with the past simple or past 
continuous form of the verbs in brackets.

I 0 was (be) at a restaurant with my friends and we 
1   (have) lunch. I 
2   (bite) into a slice of pizza 
when I 3   (feel) something 
weird in my mouth. I 4   (look) 
in the mirror and I saw that some of my teeth were falling 
out of my mouth. It 5   (not 
hurt) at all. But luckily, that next moment I woke up. It was 
quite a shock!

5

82 Unit 1 TEST  Consolidation
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 Guidance and 
answers for all the 
activities in the 
Student’s Book

5

 Clear signposting 
to supplementary 
support material 
for continuous 
assessment 

7

Vocabulary and Grammar Worksheets

● These worksheets provide extra practice of the key 
vocabulary and grammar from each Student’s Book unit. 

● They are available at two levels: Support for weaker 
students and Consolidation for average-level students.

Speaking Worksheets

● The Speaking Worksheets provide fun and varied speaking 
activities for all students.

Festivals

● These worksheets contain motivating texts and activities 
about festivals from throughout the English-speaking  
world for all students.

Tests

● There is a four-page written Test and a Speaking Test 
for each Student’s Book unit that thoroughly covers key 
language and skills. There are also Tests for the end of every 
three units, and two End-of-Year Tests.

● The Tests are available at two levels to ensure that all 
students are challenged. Use the Consolidation level Tests 
for weaker and average level students, and Extension level 
Tests for stronger students. 

● There is a Diagnostic Test to do with students at the 
beginning of the course. It will help you identify stronger 
and weaker students. 

See the Introduction of the Teacher’s Resource Book for more 
details on how to use each of the sections.
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Teacher’s i-book 

 Use the Richmond 
i-tools to make 
the most of the 
interactive activities.

6

 Interactive Answer key5

Bring your teaching to life in the classroom. The Teacher’s i-book is a fully interactive 
version of the course for interactive whiteboards, which integrates all the teaching 
and learning materials cross-referenced into one single format for use with a 
smart board or projector:

● Student’s Book

● Workbook

● Teacher’s Resource Book

● Teacher’s Book

● Interactive Answer key for all the Student’s Book and Workbook exercises

● Audio material and transcripts

● Audiovisual material

● Visual grammar presentations

● Extra interactive practice to reinforce the lesson content

● Additional interactive activities

Visual grammar presentations

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to 
access the grammar animations:

The one-touch zoom-in feature guarantees the easiest and quickest access to all 
the exercises, answers, audio material, transcripts and teaching notes. Touch the 
exercises or links to other books on the Student’s Book pages to access:

Audiovisual material

Touch the video screen on the 
Student’s Book or Workbook pages to 
access the videos. You can also access 
all the videos for the level using the 
main books bottom menu: 

 Interlinked 
components at  
page level

2

 Additional smart board 
activities provide digital 
alternatives to the lessons.

1

 Extra interactive 
practice reinforces 
the lesson content.

3

 All course materials 
included

4

1

2

3
4

6

5

Extra interactive practice

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to access the games:

   Offline  
and online 

multi-device 
versions

available 
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TEACHER’S i-BOOK

Visual grammar presentations

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to 
access the grammar animations:

Audiovisual material

Touch the video screen on the 
Student’s Book or Workbook pages to 
access the videos. You can also access 
all the videos for the level using the 
main books bottom menu: 

Save all your teaching sessions to meet 
the needs of each individual class.

Additional IWB activities

Touch    on the Student’s Book pages to access the 
IWB activities:

Extra interactive practice

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to access the games:

The Richmond i-tools    

Take the book and make it yours by inserting notes, links 
and external files. It is also possible to write or paint on 
the i-book and in the zoom windows.

 Direct access to all 
the  videos for the 
level.

7

 Show and hide 
subtitles.

8

 Use the Richmond i-tools 
to complete the activities .

9

7

8

9
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